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ABSTRACT
This study investigates the requirements for a tool supporting Knowledge Translation and
Maintenance (KT&M) in the health care sector. The process is currently inefficient, resulting in a
suboptimal level of care. An overview of practical support options and tool requirements is derived
from a case study in a Dutch hospital. In addition, theoretical tool requirements are obtained via a
literature review. These support options and tool requirements are validated with different process
stakeholders from the hospital. As a result, useful insights are obtained in the perceptions of process
actors with respect to knowledge translation and maintenance and their preferences for tool
support during the CR process. Tools should demonstrate their practical usefulness and focus on
supporting collaboration between different stakeholders, automatic filling of artefacts, and
traceability between sources and their usage.
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MANAGEMENT SUMMARY
In the dynamic health care sector much research is performed with as ultimate goal to provide the
best possible care. Therefore, the knowledge obtained via research should be implemented in
practice as soon as possible. However, this Knowledge Translation and Maintenance (KT&M)
process is inefficient (Grimshaw et al. (2012), Straus et al. (2009), Abidi et al. (2005)). One solution
is increasing the traceability of knowledge in practice which results in easier to implement and
maintain knowledge (Lago et al. (2009), Mäder & Gotel (2011), Winkler & von Pilgrim (2010)). A
first step to increase traceability is annotation, i.e. the marking and selecting of data to give it a
computer-readable meaning (Kahan & Koivunen, 2001). In this study support options for the KT&M
process in a hospital setting are explored and the requirements for an annotation tool are inspected.
The context is set to Clinical Rules (CR) and the scope is limited to the implementation and
maintenance stages of the general KT&M process (Grimshaw et al. (2012)).
Via a case study in a Dutch hospital, insight is gained in the CR process. The current as-is situation is
carefully mapped via interviews with different stakeholders (CR builders, CR maintainers, CR end
users, CR reviewers) and observations of their work. This has resulted in the identification of three
main phases of the high level CR process: design, test and usage phase (Figure 1). Furthermore,
different steps during these phases are classified as most suited and impressionable for support
(green steps in Figure 1).

FIGURE 1: HIGH LEVEL CR PROCESS AND SUPPORT STEPS IN GREEN

Based on the case study and a literature review a list of requirements for tool support of KT&M is
derived. In general, support for the CR process should (i) assist collaboration between different
parties and during different phases, (ii) ease the administrative work, and (iii) simplify the
maintenance of CRs. The derived requirements are grouped in the following three categories:
1) Collaboration:

requirements with respect to user preference about the tool and
options to work together with similar and different process actors.
2) Artefacts (automation): requirements with respect to involved artefacts, possibilities for
automation, and preferences for automation.
requirements with respect to traceability and annotations in specific.
3) Traceability:
Table 1 shows the different requirements.
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TABLE 1: OVERVIEW OF REQUIREMENTS AND PRACTICAL RELEVANCE BASED ON VALIDATION

Support
category

Type of support

Important in practice?

Artefacts
(automation)
(Section 4.4)

Collaboration
(Section 4.3)

Practical:
1. Collaboration with similar and/or different process actors
2. Internal and external collaboration
3. Different ways of collaborating
4. Collaboration during different phases
Technical:
5. Integrated tool in workflow
6. User-centred design
Practical:
7. Automatic artefact filling
8. Tool-supported, digital artefacts
Technical:
9. Support for artefact evolution
10. Capability for heterogeneous artefact formats

Traceability
(Section 4.5)

Practical:
11. Links between artefacts
12. Annotations
13. Updates for certain changes/settings
Technical:
14. Standard format (e.g. OWL or RDF)
15. Ontology and tool support
16. Consistency of knowledge representation
17. Annotation storage
18. Compatibility with different devices and programs

Yes, both
Mixed response, but expert team
thinks it is important
Yes, different for different phases
Yes, mainly maintenance
Not validated
Not validated
Yes, but not building in CDSS
Possible and seen as useful
Needed
Needed
Yes, seen as useful
Yes, if easy and if annotations are
used in different ways
Yes, very useful for maintenance
Not validated
Not validated
Not validated
Not validated
No preference

RESULTS
The requirement list is validated with CR process actors to investigate its practical relevance. The
brief results are shown in Table 1. From the validation the following, more elaborate conclusions
can be drawn:
•

•

•

Support for maintenance is believed to have the highest added value. This support is supposed
to mainly consist of knowledge update suggestions from CR end users, who can increase the
awareness of CR maintainers about contemporary knowledge.
Traceability between artefacts is believed to increase the efficiency of steps and the quality of
the CR. CR builders and maintainers have the opinion traceability helps them to select the
correct articles for the foundation of the CR. CR end users believe the increased insight in the
foundation of a CR alert will increase their understanding and interpretation of the alert. An
overview graph as presented in Figure 2 is one way to increase this insight.
Automation of the production of different artefacts is possible via standardized formats and
annotating. The CR process actors consider automation as an efficiency improvement and easier
way to execute certain steps.
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•

•

Process actors from all roles are willing to collaborate during the various stages on the content
of the CR. The actual building is considered as a step which is less suited for collaboration; while
the maintenance stage is considered very suited to work together.
For an annotation tool to be accepted by the process actors, the tool needs to add value and
functionality to the current way of working. This increased functionality is more important than
the ease with which a tool can be used. Furthermore, there is no clear preference for the
practical settings of the tool: update frequency, update type, working on different devices.
Therefore, the software developer has a relative design freedom.

FIGURE 2: OVERVIEW GRAPH: EXAMPLE OF IMPLEMENTATED TRACEABILITY (TRACE IN GREEN)

RECOMMENDATIONS
The KT&M support should first be applied to the initial stages of the CR process. If the literature
review is supported by an annotation tool, the knowledge search and uptake will improve.
Furthermore, these annotations can be used during the sequential stages for the automatic filling of
artefacts, traceability of knowledge, and automatic updates of changed knowledge sources. The
second step is to implement an option for the automatic filling of artefacts based on the annotations.
Thirdly, the link between different artefacts and following the usage of knowledge should be made
possible. From this an overview should be generated which shows the knowledge usage and
interdependency of artefacts. If this is possible, it should be attached to the alerts generated by a CR
and then an option for CR end users to respond during a daily run should be made. If this is possible
the CR (knowledge) maintenance will be more efficient due to automatic updates, traceability of the
effect of an update (Figure 2), and suggestions for updates from CR end users.
Future research is needed to validate the results within a larger population (>20 different people).
This could be reached by performing this research for a second time in the Santeon collaboration in
one/two years once the CR collaboration is longer in place. In addition, there are currently
initiatives to extend this research to a Chinese hospital. Furthermore, more research is needed on
the technical requirements to gain a more general view on the technical preferences and additional
technical options and limitations.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
This study investigates the possibilities on enhancing Knowledge Translation (KT) and
Maintenance in the health care sector. KT is the term used to describe the awareness and usage
of research evidence in health and health care decisions; Knowledge Maintenance describes the
maintenance of this research evidence (Grimshaw et al. 2012). This process is often inefficient
and this results in treatment of patients based on outdated research findings. Improvement of
the quality of care is possible if the execution of this process is better organized. The aim of this
study is to describe the requirements for a tool that can improve Knowledge Translation and
Maintenance in the health care domain via traceability and annotation. In the remainder of this
chapter the Knowledge Translation and Maintenance problem and context are described in more
detail and the concepts traceability and annotation are introduced. Furthermore, the problem
scope and project outline are stated.

1.1

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

Since 2008 the world economy is suffering from a financial crisis (Hinton, 2009) causing,
governments to reevaluate their expenditures. This has, among others, negatively affected the
budgets governments assign to the health care sector (Ministerie van Volksgezondheid, Welzijn
en Sport (2013), OECD (2012), KPMG International (2012)). Besides the diminished growth of
budgets, the health care sector also faces a growing competition in its market. These factors
force health care institutions to reduce costs and due to increased competition improve their
efficiency, quality, and expediency in the long run (Ernst & Young, 2012).
The factor quality is important for both health institutions and patients. Health institutions want
to provide the best possible care because the well-being of the patients and because this gives
them a positive image, which is useful in this competitive market where patients/consumers
increasingly start to compare care institutions (Harris (2003), Dixon et al. (2010)). Furthermore,
patients want to receive the best possible care because it concerns their health. Some examples
of European websites that help patients choose the best possible care are the Dutch KiesBeter.nl
(Rijksinstituut voor Volksgezondheid en Milieu (RIVM), 2010) and Zorgkiezer.nl (DGN Finance
BV, 2005); and the English NHS Choices (NHS, 2013). This need for the best care means that
patients want to benefit from all advances made in health care as soon as possible and research
should be translated into practice and policy as soon as possible. As stated before, Knowledge
Translation (KT) is the term used to describe the awareness and usage of research evidence in
health and health care decisions. So if KT is effective, the latest research findings are efficiently
implemented in practice, thereby ensuring patients are treated with the best available
contemporary knowledge. However, research has shown this KT-process is inefficient and that
there is a gap between research and practice (Grimshaw et al. (2012), Straus et al. (2009), Abidi
et al. (2005)). This results in a lower quality of care and unnecessary risks for the patients.
For a WHO bulletin, Haines et al. (2004) have made an overview of possible barriers affecting
effective KT (Figure 3). One can see there are many different types of factors influencing the KT
process, ranging from an individual patient to the whole health care system. This shows the
global complexity of KT. For the Dutch health care system not all barriers are applicable. In
consultation with a medical practitioner, this research focuses on two barriers present in the
Netherlands: ‘limitations of time in the practice environment’ and ‘obsolete knowledge of
practitioners’.
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FIGURE 3: POSSIBLE BARRIERS BY HAINES ET AL (2004)

Several frameworks are available for the complex translation of knowledge into practice.
Examples of such frameworks are the Ottawa Model of Research Use (Grimshaw et al. (2012),
Sudsawad (2007)); the Understanding-user-context framework (Jacobson et al. 2003); and the
RE-AIM model (VirginiaTech). The various KT frameworks differ in focus, scope, and
implementation guidance. Unfortunately, there is a lack of guidance on which framework to use
in which situation. So this is an additional barrier to the list of Haines et al (2004). More
information about the frameworks can be found in my literature review (Suntjens, 2013).
Remarkable is that none of the available frameworks mentions technology as a key component
for KT. This is noteworthy because nowadays Information Systems (ISs) and technology are
more and more integrated in the health care sector (Abdrbo et al. (2011), Rahimi & Vimarlund
(2007)). Daily care operations rely heavily on ISs and technology. Furthermore, strategic and
policy decisions are made based on information from and suggestions by the ISs (CZE (2012),
Rahimi & Vimarlund (2007)). Bates et al. (2003) even suggest that ISs, providing clinical
decision support (CDS) to users at the time they make decisions, will help close the gap between
research and practice, i.e. CDS systems can make KT effective, but they should then of course be
based on up to date research findings.
The high level of integration and usage of CDSSs in practice indicates many research findings are
implemented in these ISs. However, often research is not directly implemented in ISs because
there are several steps before the actual implementation in ISs (Mort & Smith 2009). This can be,
for example, due to local adaptations that are made to make the research suitable for a specific
care facility. Furthermore, care givers, like physicians, interpret the (adapted) research in their
own way (Moser & Law 2006). They will implement the new findings in the way they think is
best, often combining it with other practices. This often results in un-standardized and not
properly documented practices, which are only maintained in the memory of the physicians
(Armstrong 2002). Thus it is beneficial to identify how research findings are used in practice,
which sources/artefacts (i.e. entities made by humans) result from this, and how they are
implemented in ISs (Armstrong (2002), Berg (1999)).
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Traceability is useful in this case, because traceability indicates being able to describe and follow
the life of an artefact and the relations between artefacts. Lago et al. (2009), Mäder & Gotel
(2011), and Winkler & von Pilgrim (2010) indicate traceability is a beneficial quality attribute
for software, which can be used to support the tasks of maintaining and evolving software
systems to a great extent. Specifically in the case of Knowledge Translation and Maintenance,
traceability has the advantages of being able (1) to manage and maintain the knowledge based
systems (Lago et al., 2009) and (2) to faster identify evidence gaps or outdated research
(Winkler & von Pilgrim, 2010). Since modern ISs are typically configurable by special purpose
models (e.g., rules for CDSS, flow models for Workflow Systems, etc.), we can focus specifically
on traceability between unstructured documents and derived formal models, which are then
assumed to drive the ISs.
Enabling this traceability includes decisions regarding knowledge representation, i.e. how
knowledge is encoded. Two modeling paradigms, which have been in the focus of software
engineering (Djuric et al., 2006), are of interest for this encoding: (1) the Semantic Web, and (2)
Model Driven Engineering (MDE) (also often referred to as Model Driven Architecture (MDA)).
The Semantic Web is a web of data, which aims at sharing and reusing data across applications,
enterprises, and communities (W3C). MDE is a method to develop applications and write
specifications based on models that can be encoded in special purpose modeling languages
(Object Managment Group). While for the semantic web the focus is on a computer-oriented web
representation of data, the focus of MDE is on the representation of the models, to make them
easy to edit and understand by their stakeholders. A combination of these modeling paradigms
would increase the benefits of using them separately, because they have a different base
(ontology vs. object-oriented) and different strengths (Djuric et al. 2006). Articles have been
written about combining these approaches, but research is still needed on this topic (especially
from the annotation perspective (Suntjens, 2013)).
The first step to be able to represent knowledge is to make the knowledge computer readable.
This can be done automatically or manually, i.e. mining pieces of text versus tagging. Annotating
is the marking and selecting of data and it entails both the automatic and manual ways. Formally,
annotations are defined as statements made by an author and annotations consist of four main
parts (Kahan & Koivunen, 2001):
1)
2)
3)
4)

the body of the annotation, i.e. textual or graphical content of annotation,
the link to the annotated document with a location within the document,
an identification of the person making the annotation, and
additional metadata related to the annotation.

Figure 4 shows a practical example of an annotated version of the Glaucoma Guidelines. Based
on a predefined medical ontology, the article is put into a computer readable format. Here, the
text stating evidence for beta-blockers as medication against glaucoma is selected and marked as
‘evidence for medicine’. Furthermore, one can see this annotation is made by ‘A.A.C. Suntjens’.
Annotations for ‘risk’ and ‘therapy’ are made as well. All these annotations are saved and this
annotated knowledge can be used later in the process, while keeping the link to the original
source.
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Risk
By A.A.C. Suntjens

Evidence for medicine
By A.A.C. Suntjens

Therapy
By A.A.C. Suntjens

FIGURE 4: EXAMPLE OF ANNOTATION: ARTICLE AND ONTOLOGY

Annotation tools are available based on either the SW or MDE paradigm (Suntjens, 2013). These
have different features, so different tools might be useful in different circumstances. For this
project, annotation is considered in the broadest sense and features of both paradigms are used
to be able to use annotations in their fullest potential. One initiative already in place with respect
to annotation is UpToDate, “the premier evidence-based clinical decision support
resource”(WoltersKluwerHealth, 2013). On this website knowledge about medical issues is
combined into a comprehensive overview of evidence, “followed by recommendations that can
be acted on at the point of care”. Physician authors and editors combine and annotate the
information on this site, thereby providing links to the original documents.
Concluding, KT&M can be made more efficient by ensuring up to date information in ISs,
specifically Clinical Decision Support Systems (CDSSs). Maintaining this contemporary
information can be reached by enhancing traceability via annotation, which provides the option
for computer readable and maintainable documents.

1.2

PROBLEM SCOPE

The health care domain contains many different areas of expertise; ranging from home care to
hospital care and from general care to specific care. For this project the hospital setting is chosen
and the project is executed at the Catharina Hospital Eindhoven (in Dutch Catharina Ziekenhuis
Eindhoven; in the remainder of this thesis abbreviated as CZE). The CZE is a modern general
educational hospital located in Eindhoven. It employs approximately 3,700 people; has almost
700 beds; and 39 specialties (CZE, 2012). CZE is part of the Santeon collaboration, which entails
six Dutch general hospitals situated in various regions of the Netherlands. Their goal is to
provide the highest quality of care, safety, and hospitality by cooperatively exchanging
knowledge, talent, and skill (Santeon, 2010).
Since research is needed and implemented in various areas of the hospital, Knowledge
Translation and Maintenance (KT&M) could be investigated in any of these areas. However, by
mutual agreement with the CZE, it is decided to investigate KT&M in the area of Clinical Rules.
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Clinical Rules are decision rules in a Clinical Decision Support System that are derived from
medical guidelines and which take the current clinical state of a patient into account (Grouls,
2012). Currently, Clinical Rules are developed at five departments of the CZE, namely the
Intensive Care Unit (ICU), the hospital pharmacy, the clinical chemistry, cardiology department,
and cardio-thoracic surgery. The Clinical Rules (CRs) are used for advice on medication dosage,
as a checklist, and for monitoring medication prescription and usage. At the CZE, the CRs are
built using Gaston (Medecs BV, Amsterdam), a Clinical Decision Support System (CDSS) which
uses the Electronic Medical Record (EMR) (in Dutch: Elektronisch Patienten Dossier (EPD)) of
the Hospital Information System (HIS). The CZE uses a HIS called CS-EZIS (“Elektronisch Zorg
Informatie Systeem”), which is popular in The Netherlands (Chipsoft BV, 2012). In Figure 5 one
can see the link between the different ISs used by the EMR and the link between the EMR and
CDSS. In addition, the figure emphasizes that the CDSS is integrated with various other systems
such that it can use various types of information. The CZE uses specific products for these
generically named systems. For example, the previously mentioned product CS-EZIS is used as
EMR and Gaston is used as the CDSS.

Figure 5: Link between Information Systems and CDSS at CZE
The CZE staff has published several scientific papers with respect to the CDSS and Clinical Rules
(Helmons P. J., et al., 2007) (Helmons P. J., et al., 2010) (Scheepers-Hoeks, et al., 2012). This
study focuses on the Knowledge Translation and Maintenance in the context of Clinical Rules.
Knowledge is the base for Clinical Rules development, usage and maintenance. Different sources
are used to develop Clinical Rules and different artefacts (e.g. user manual, literature review,
models) are developed during the design, implementation and usage of the Clinical Rules. This
makes Clinical Rules an interesting area to investigate the requirements for a tool that can
improve Knowledge Translation and Maintenance in the health care domain. For this research
the scope is further limited to two departments at which Clinical Rules are developed at the CZE,
namely (1) the Intensive Care Unit (ICU), and (2) the hospital pharmacy.
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1.3

PROJECT OUTLINE

Summarizing, this study contributes to contemporary literature by investigating the
requirements for a tool that can support Knowledge Translation and Maintenance in the health
care domain. By investigating the current process and usage of knowledge in the specific domain
of CR, insight is gained in the way of working and the needs of medical professionals involved in
this process. Furthermore, the current technical possibilities and challenges are investigated and
presented. These needs and technical details are translated into general requirements and may
be applicable to different areas of the health care domain.
The remainder of this report is structured in the following manner. In Chapter 2, the research
questions are defined more explicitly and the research design is discussed. An analysis of two
cases in which CRs are developed and used is described in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, the
requirements derived from the case studies and literature are described; and in Chapter 5 the
validation of these requirements is discussed. Finally, Chapter 6 presents the conclusions that
can be drawn from this study in general; the recommendations for the specific situation of the
CZE; and the implications for further research.
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CHAPTER 2: RESEARCH DESIGN
In the previous chapter the industrial context and problems as well as the project scope have
been described. In this chapter a formal research problem is defined and specific research
questions are derived

2.1

PROBLEM DEFINITION

The problem of Knowledge Translation and Maintenance in the health care sector is defined as
follows:
The Knowledge Translation and Maintenance process in the health care sector
is often inefficient, resulting in lower quality care. Since Information Systems
and technology are highly integrated in current health care practices, one way
to improve this KT&M process is to ease the integration and maintenance of
research in Information Systems and technology. This can be done via
enhanced traceability. It is however unclear how and where traceability and
KT&M in general can be supported and what requirements this support should
meet.

2.2

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

In this study, the following main research question is defined:
How can knowledge translation and maintenance be improved via tool
support for the traceability of data in ISs?

Besides the main research question, two sub questions are formulated to answer the main
research question in a structured manner. The first one focuses on investigating the present
situation to gain an understanding of the as-is situation, while the second question focuses on
possibilities for the to-be situation. Since knowledge is stored in many unstructured artefacts,
the second question focuses on the possibilities via an (annotation) tool. The two sub questions
are formulated as follows:
1) What is the current state of traceability in Dutch hospitals?
i.

Who is involved?

ii.

What artefacts are involved?

iii.

What is the process of KT&M?

2) How can an (annotation) tool improve the traceability of data in Health care Information
Systems (HISs)?
i.
At what steps can the tool help?
ii.

What requirements derived from practice does the tool need to be actually used?

iii.

What requirements derived from theory does the tool need to be actually used?
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2.3

RESEARCH APPROACH

Since the goal of this research is to develop prescriptive knowledge in the form of technological
rules, i.e. requirements for the tool, this research is executed in the design sciences paradigm. In
particular, the setup of this research is based on the reflective cycle of (Van Aken, 2004). This
cycle fits within the paradigm of the design sciences (Van Aken et al., 2007) and consists of five
steps, which can be seen in Figure 6. ‘Selection of case class’ indicates the choice for the type of
business problem, followed by the selection of a certain case for which the problem is solved via
the regulative circle. After this a reflection is held on the results and preliminary technological
rules are established. Then the cycle continues with a new case. The core of the reflective cycle is
formed by the reflection step and in this step cross-case analyses are used to generate general
knowledge (Van Aken et al., 2007).

FIGURE 6: THE REFLECTIVE CYCLE (VAN AKEN, 2004)

For this research the reflective cycle is executed twice. This means two cases are investigated in
the context of Clinical Rules to investigate possible improvement in the Knowledge Translation
and Maintenance process. The research context has been explained in Chapter 1, which provides
the theoretical and practical basis for this Master thesis project. The cases are analyzed in
Chapter 3 and hypotheses are formulated in Chapter 4 for the requirements of the tool support.
In Chapter 5 these requirements are validated and ranked, which resembles the implementation
and evaluation elements of the regulative circle. In Chapter 6 a reflection on the results is
provided and the design knowledge is determined. This setup is visualized in Figure 7.
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FIGURE 7: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
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CHAPTER 3: CASE STUDY
To obtain an overview of the Clinical Rules (CRs) process, an analysis of the CR process is
performed via a case study at the CZE. As mentioned before, CRs are built at five different
departments of the CZE. The pharmacy and IC department are chosen as cases for the cross-case
analysis and are input for the to-be-drawn requirements of the tool. These cases are chosen for
their pioneering roles. In the initial development of CRs in 2006, the ICU has had a pioneering
role. Therefore, it is interesting to see the current status of CR development in this department.
On the other hand, the hospital pharmacy has a pioneering role in the Santeon collaboration for
CRs. Currently, the collaboration is set up and the CRs will be implemented in two other Santeon
hospitals. For this, the CR process of the CZE’s hospital pharmacy is taken as example. For this
plans have to made with respect to collaboration and ways of working. Collaboration concerns
the content of the CR, the CR building in Gaston, its validation, usage, and maintenance.
Currently, the idea is that the content of the CRs is discussed with the three hospitals and
consensus is reached about the final content on which the CR is based. The CR building will be
twofold: 1) collaboration for the general format, and 2) individual development of the hospital
specific building blocks. With respect to the other points, decisions still have to be made. It is
therefore useful to take the hospital pharmacy as case.
Following the typology for the case study designed by Thomas (2011), the following decisions
have been made concerning the design of the study (Figure 8). The subject consists of the two
CRs cases which are investigated and these are key cases. The objective is to draw the
requirements for a supporting KT&M tool in the context of CRs. The business-oriented purpose
of the study is to remove inefficiencies from the CR process in the building and maintenance
phases while also increasing the quality of the related artifacts and the knowledge in them. The
approach is descriptive and different methods are used: e.g. interviews with involved employees,
observations, and discussions (Appendix D-E). The process involves multiple cases which are
investigated in parallel. As stated before, one case is executed at the hospital pharmacy; the
other at the intensive care unit (ICU).

FIGURE 8: TYPOLOGY OF CASE STUDY BY THOMAS (2011) APPLIED TO THIS PROJECT

In the remainder of this chapter, the two case studies are described and compared. For each case
a general description, a stakeholder analysis, and process model is provided in compliance with
the ‘Requirements process’ step of IEEE (IEEE’s SWeBoK, 2004). Furthermore, an overview of
the flow of artifacts is stated. In the last paragraph, the cases are compared and their similarities
and differences are summarized. Furthermore, the findings are generalized.
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3.1

CZE PHARMACY

The hospital pharmacy of the CZE employs ten hospital pharmacists, three hospital pharmacists
in training, three project pharmacists, one outpatient pharmacist, approximately 100 pharmacy
assistants, and generally three pharmacy students. The department has four main
responsibilities. To start with, the department is responsible for the production and delivery of
medication for patients residing in the hospital and for those that have been discharged and still
need medication. Besides this, measurements are performed in the lab to determine the amount
of exogenous substances in the blood of patients. Thirdly, the hospital pharmacy has an advisory
and monitoring role with respect to medication provision (pharmacovigilance) and, fourthly, an
investigative role for different research projects.
One main research area is pharmacovigilance, i.e. drug safety, and it indicates the monitoring of
medication. Pharmacovigilance in daily practice means that the prescribed medication for each
patient is monitored by a hospital pharmacist. This process is supported by technology which
selects the predefined drugs of interest (e.g. prescription outside preset dosing boundaries, drug
drug interaction, and contraindicated medication). The first supportive information system put
in usage is a MS-DOS program named Centrasys (by Computer Sciences Corporation (CSC),
Healthcare group, Leiden). Centrasys is an independent hospital pharmacy information system,
which provides basic decision support for pharmacovigilance. Nowadays, the medication safety
is also supported by a Clinical Decision Support System (CDSS) based on Clinical Rules. This is a
more advanced monitoring measure which takes into account patient specific parameters
instead of only drug specific parameters (Grouls, 2012).
Since 2006 the hospital pharmacy in the CZE has been developing CRs (Grouls, 2012). Currently,
two project pharmacists and two pharmacy students are constantly working on developing and
maintaining CRs. Until now (2013) this has resulted in 23 CRs which are run daily to monitor the
medication prescriptions at the CZE. If the prescribed medication deviates from the indication in
the CRs, a warning is generated and an advice for the medication of this patient is provided. For
example, a patient already at high risk of gastro-intestinal complications receives certain
painkillers which further increase the risk of gastro-intestinal complications. In the medical
guidelines it is advised to prescribe gastro-intestinal protection medication for this patient.
However, this does not always happen. Therefore, there is a CR which checks if a patient also
receives gastro-intestinal protection medication if he/she receives these ‘harmful’ painkillers.

3.1.1 PROCESS MODEL
To gain an adequate understanding of the CR process at the pharmacy of the CZE, interviews and
observations are used to develop a process model (Appendix C). The CR process starts with an
idea and usually ends with the elimination of a CR version. However, if a CR is no longer needed,
it can be completely cancelled. In between the start and usual end there are four high level
phases: (I) the design phase, (II) the test phase, (III) the usage phase, and (IV) the termination of
the CR version. This is visualized in Figure 9 and as one can see the first three phases are
collapsed sub-processes. In the remainder of this paragraph, the choice for BPMN as modeling
notation is explained and an overview of the important steps in this process is provided; in
Appendix A the CR process of the hospital pharmacy is described in detail.
BPMN
The process models are modelled with Business Process Model and Notation 2.0 (BPMN). BPMN
is a graphical representation for specifying business processes in a business process model and
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it is a developed and maintained by the Object Management Group (OMG) (Object Management
Group (2013), Allweyer (2010)). BPMN is chosen because it is a standard for capturing business
processes, especially at high-level system design (Zur Muehlen & Recker 2008), and it has the
advantage of being easy to understand which is useful for communication purposes with all
stakeholders(Chinosi & Trombetta, 2012).

FIGURE 9: HIGH-LEVEL CR PROCESS OF HOSPITAL PHARMACY

High-Level CR Process of Hospital Pharmacy
The high level CR process of the hospital pharmacy consists of four phases (Figure 9). During 1.
Design phase the literature is consulted about the latest research concerning the subject of the
CR. Subsequently an Expert team of the CZE is involved for the CR’s specific content. After this
the necessary CDSS preparations are made and the CR is actually built in Gaston. This first phase
is started either if a new idea for a CR is present or if a periodical review is executed on the CR.
Every two-three years, a CR is subjected to a large, comprehensive review which entails a
walkthrough the CR process (1. Design phase, 2. Test phase, and 3. Usage phase).
The building of the CR in Gaston ends the Design phase and starts 2. Test phase. In the course of
this phase, the CR is validated twice, the Expert team is consulted again, and the policy fit of the
CR is assessed by the Medicines Committee. As said, the validation is twofold: first the technical
aspects of the CR are assessed during the technical validation (does the CR do what it is
technically supposed to do?). Secondly, the CR is assessed during the retrospective therapeutic
validation which focuses on the clinical relevance of the CR (are the right alerts and advice for
the correctly selected patients given?). The second validation is performed on a database with
previously hospitalized patients.
After agreement on the policy fit of the CR, the CR is put into limited use. This step still belongs
to the Test phase and it entails executing the CR in a limited fashion with only a few hospital
pharmacists handling the alerts made by the CR. The goal of this step is to remove small
mistakes and make the CR as user-friendly as possible. Included in this step is the third
validation step, namely prospective therapeutic validation. This means the CR is tested with
currently hospitalized patients and actual alerts and advice are generated. The generated alerts
and their categorization are monitored and discussions are held to find solutions for the
incorrectly generated alerts. An overview of the different types of validation is given in Table 2.
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TABLE 2: OVERVIEW OF PERFORMED VALIDATIONS

Phase
Type
of
Validation
Focus:

2. Test phase
Retrospective
Technical
Technical details

Retrospective
Therapeutic
Clinical relevance

Prospective
Therapeutic
Right alerts at right
moment

3. Usage phase
Prospective
Therapeutic
Right alerts at right
moments; usability

If the CR is found to be sufficiently tested, the CR version moves to 3. Usage phase. This means
the CR is actually used for pharmacovigilance, i.e. to monitor medication prescription and
improve the patient care. During the usage phase, the CR is run daily, prospective therapeutic
validation is performed regularly, and the categorization of alerts is discussed on a regular basis.
These last two steps constitute the regular maintenance and this regular maintenance has the
goal to improve small imperfections and to keep the content up to date. Large periodical
maintenance of a CR is performed every two to three year. While small continuous maintenance
usually only entails minor changes, large periodical maintenance means the whole CR process is
executed anew, i.e. starting at the design phase, and resulting in a new CR version succeeding the
current CR version. With respect to the daily run, this entails the generation of alerts when the
medication prescription seems to be inconsistent with the best practice stated in the CRs.
Hospital pharmacists judge these alerts and decide if they are correctly generated for a specific
patient. Based on the patient’s specific information in his/her EMR, they decide to contact the
medical specialist treating the patient and to consult about a medication adjustment. Together
they can decide to act upon the alert and advice or to ignore it based on the patient‘s situation.
This is recorded in the alert by the hospital pharmacist.
If a new CR version is available the old version is outdated and replaced by the more
contemporary version. The signal for a replacement is given in the usage phase and the
termination happens in 4. Terminate CR (version). Furthermore, this whole process can be
interrupted at any moment if the CR is decided to be obsolete.

3.1.2 PROCESS STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS
Different process actors can be identified as stakeholder in the CR process. With the process
model identified in the previous paragraph as base, the following stakeholders can be identified
at professional level (Figure 10):
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Project pharmacist;
Pharmacy student;
Hospital pharmacist (in training);
Pharmacy assistant;
Physician.

At team level, these different professionals are gathered into:
i.
ii.
iii.

The CR research team, consisting of project pharmacists and pharmacy students, and a
hospital pharmacist as supervisor;
The CR expert team, consisting of hospital pharmacists and physicians deliberating on the
content, and a project pharmacist for technical advice;
The Medicines committee, consisting of hospital pharmacists and physicians.
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Project
Pharmacist
Pharmacy
assistant

CR
Pharmacy

Hospital
Pharmacist
(in training)

Pharmacy
student

Physician

FIGURE 10:: STAKEHOLDERS AT PROFESSIONAL
PR
LEVEL CR PHARMACY

The CR research team (in Dutch: onderzoeksteam) is responsible for the design, testing and
maintenance of the CRs. This indicates they are involved during the full length of CR process, i.e.
from start to end. As stated in the enumeration, the research team consists of project
pr
pharmacists, pharmacy students, and a hospital pharmacist. Each CR is designed by a pharmacy
student or project pharmacist. They perform the literature study and build the CR. During the
test phase, the validations and adjustments are executed and made
made by the pharmacy student or
project pharmacist. Furthermore, the continuous maintenance and periodic maintenance are
also performed by the project pharmacists and pharmacy students. However, a pharmacy
student only works at CRs during his/her internship (+/- six months). This results in them only
being limitedly involved in the usage phase and not performing actual maintenance, but only
judging the classification of alerts. As one might have noted, the hospital pharmacist has not
been involved yet. He/she,, however, supervises the work of the research team and is involved in
judgements about which CRs are developed and which are adjusted.
The CR expert team is consulted to justify the right content of the CRs. The team consists of
hospital pharmacists, physicians,
icians, and project pharmacists. The expert team members are
consulted during all three main phases of the CR process for their expertise on the content of the
CR. If the literature is not specific or unclear, the expert team is asked for unambiguous advice.
advic
The involved hospital pharmacist(s) and physician(s) are therefore the ones that are expert on
the subject of the CR and the medication involved. The project pharmacist is involved to advice
on technical possibilities with respect to the contextual decisions
decisions that need to be made.
Furthermore, this team is consulted during the usage phase to specifically get conformance and
advice on adjustments that need to be made due to usage by the hospital pharmacists and
physicians.
The medicines committee (in Dutch:
Dutch: geneesmiddelencommissie) consists of medical specialists
with different types of expertise. The committee is chaired by a hospital pharmacist and at least
one medical specialist from all major expertises resides in this committee. The medicines
committee judges if a CR conforms to the policy and objectives of the hospital. They are
consulted before the deployment of the CR.
Furthermore, it is important to note the infrastructure providers. In this case, the support for the
general infrastructure is provided
provided by the hospital’s ICT department and the specific CDSS
(Gaston) support is provided by Medecs BV (Amsterdam).
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3.1.3. OVERVIEW OF ARTEFACTS
During the different phases of the CR process, artefacts are used and produced. An artefact is
‘something man-made’ and in this case several documents and models are made. In Table 3 a list
is presented of the different artefacts produced and used during the CR process at the pharmacy.
TABLE 3: LIST OF ARTEFACTS (X INDICATES USAGE IN THIS PHASE)

Artefact

Contents

1. Design
phase

2. Test
Phase

3. Usage
Phase

Overview document of Clinical
Rules
Source list

Ideas for CRs; Created CRs;
maintenance of CRs
Sources and useful content

x

x

x

x

x

x

Documentation

All details of a CR

x

x

x

Minutes of Expert team

Decisions w.r.t. CRs

x

x

x

Minutes of Research team:
• Technical maintenance
• Therapeutic maintenance
Minutes of Medicines
Committee
Gaston Manual

Decisions w.r.t. CRs

x

x

x

CR in Gaston
Form Apo 118A

Validation results
Action protocol

Form Apo 118A appendix
Checklist
Form Apo 215A

Judgement of alerts

Decisions w.r.t. CRs
Details about Gaston and
successful implementation
Model of CR

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Form for adjustment of CR to
note to and get confirmed by
the Medicines Committee
Results of a validation
Summary of way of working
of CR for hospital pharmacy
(CR user)
Checklist for the
implementation of a CR
Form to show major changes
in CRs to hospital pharmacists
(CR user)
Categorization of CR alerts

x

x

x

x

Different artefacts are used during different phases and for different purposes. For example
‘Overview document of Clinical Rules’ is used during the Design phase to obtain the idea; during
the Test phase to write down the needed and made adjustments; and during the Usage phase to
note the planned periodical maintenance and (planned) adjustments. Another example is the
document ‘Documentation’. ‘Documentation’ is designed to contain all the information of a CR:
the sources it is based on, the reason for its development; the decisions made; the people
involved; the validation results; the CR model and advices provided by the CR. The document is
first created during the literature review (Design Phase) and then used during the subsequent
phases which add information when needed. As a third example, one can look at the Gaston
Manual. This has been written by Medecs BV (Amsterdam) and is used during the development
of new CR. On the one hand the designers use the document for input, on the other hand they put
newly developed design knowledge in it. In Appendix H2-4, all the different artefacts can be seen
per phase and step.
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The different artefacts also influence each other. This is visualized in Appendix H.1. As one can
see, ‘Documentation’ influences or is influenced by all the other artefacts. This is because
‘Documentation’ entails all the details of the CR. So for example, the sources and validation
results are summarized in it and it is used as input for the ‘CR in Gaston’.

3.2

CZE ICU

Patients with acute life threatening conditions are treated at the Intensive Care Unit (ICU) of the
CZE. The department consists of 35 beds and several medical specialists that are specifically
trained to treat the severe conditions of the patients. The ICU of the CZE has been certified with
the highest ICU-level by the Dutch Association for Intensive Care (Nederlandse Vereniging voor
Intensive Care). This indicates the department is able to treat very complicated and dangerous
diseases (Catharina Ziekenhuis website (2013), Catharina Ziekenhuis Patient Brochure (2013)).
Since the participation of several physicians in the development of Gaston (Medecs B.V.
Amsterdam), the Clinical Decision Support System (CDSS), the ICU has been involved in the
testing and usage of this CDSS. One intensivist, a physician specialized in acute critical care,
develops CRs for the ICU. He does this parallel to his regular job, in the spare moments.
Currently, there are two CRs in use, namely the ‘checklist’ and the ‘heparine CR’. The checklist is
used to monitor the correct treatment of a patient; the heparine CR is in place to provide a
dosage advice of specific medication for a specific patient based on his/her characteristics. A
third CR is presently being developed and will provide advice on the policy of prescribing
antibiotics.

3.2.1 PROCESS MODEL
Similar to the situation at the pharmacy, the CR process at the ICU starts with an idea and ends
with the elimination of a CR version. In between there are four high level phases: (i) the design
phase, (ii) the test phase, (iii) the usage phase, and (iv) the termination of a CR version. This is
visualized in Figure 11. As one can see this process can be interrupted if the CR is decided to be
obsolete. This means the CR is no longer considered to be useful or necessary and therefore the
process is interrupted and the CR will be completely removed. Analogous to the other case,
BPMN has been used to model the process and information is obtained via interviews and
observations.

FIGURE 11: HIGH LEVEL CR PROCESS AT ICU
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The CR process starts with an idea for a CR and the first step is to design the CR. During 1. Design
Phase a literature review is performed to obtain contemporary knowledge on the topic of the CR.
If this knowledge is sufficient, the preparations needed to build the CR with Gaston are made
and the CR is build in Gaston (Medecs B.V., Amsterdam). Furthermore, this phase can be started
if large period review is needed.
After building the CR in Gaston the next phase is entered: 2. Test phase. This phase consists of
two validations and a consult about the content. The first validation is a technical validation and
concerns the technical details of the CR; the second validation is a short therapeutic
thera
validation
performed on the database of patients and it focuses on the correctness of the alerts and advice
for the correctly selected patients. After the validations, a consult is held with intensivists and
domain expert(s) about the content of the CR. Where needed adjustments are made and the CR
enters the next phase.
The next phase is 3. Usage phase and this concerns the introduction of the CR (version) and its
regular usage to improve the quality of care. During a regular run, the CR is used by intensivists
i
or ICU nurses to obtain support. First the needed information is imported in the CR and then the
advice that is provided by the CR is assessed. The medical professional can decide to follow the
advice or to ignore it based on the patient‘s situation.
situation. Furthermore, minor changes can be made
to the CR based on feedback from the CR users provided orally to the intensivist who has built
the CR.
If a new CR version is available the old version is outdated and replaced by the more
contemporary version.. This is for example very important for the antibiotics CR. The antibiotics
advice changes very often and differs per region due to the evolvement of bacteria. This has to
be incorporated in the CR and therefore periodic maintenance is very important in this
t
care. If
the new version is ready to be placed in use, the old version in terminated, which happens in 4.
Terminate CR (version).. Furthermore, this whole process can be interrupted at any moment if the
CR is decided to be obsolete.

3.2.2 PROCESS STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS
The process actors at the ICU are the intensivists and ICU-nurses
ICU
(Figure 12).
12 As stated before,
one intensivist designs, tests, and maintains the CRs. Six other intensivists and some intensivists
in training are involved in the consultation sessions about the content of the CR and all
intensivists and ICU-nurses are involved in the usage phase of the different CRs. Only when
needed domain experts are
re asked for advice on the content of a specific CR, for example a micromicro
biologist is consulted for the Antibiotics CR.

Intensivist
(Domain)
Expert

CR ICU
ICU nurse

FIGURE 12: STAKEHOLDERS AT PROFESSIONAL
SSIONAL LEVEL CR ICU
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At team level these professionals can be grouped into the expert team, which discusses the
content of the CR. This expert team consists of intensivist(s) and domain expert(s).
Furthermore, the same infrastructure providers are of importance as for the pharmacy case: the
hospital’s ICT department for the general infrastructure support and Medecs BV (Amsterdam)
for the specific CDSS (Gaston) support.

3.2.3. OVERVIEW OF ARTEFACTS
During the CR process at the ICU different artefacts are used and designed. To start with, the
result of the literature review is stored. These sources are selected to form the basis of the CR
and are stated in the literature review document. This is currently an Excel-spreadsheet.
For the usage of Gaston, the Gaston manual designed by the CZE hospital pharmacy is used. This
is only used as input and not adjusted. Furthermore, the CR is designed in Gaston, so this results
in a model. During the test and usage phase adjustments are made to the CR model in Gaston.
Furthermore, literature is used to keep the CRs up to date, but no other artefacts are used or
designed. Table 4 visualizes the artefacts and when they are of importance.
TABLE 4: OVERVIEW OF ARTEFACTS FROM THE ICU

Artefact
Source list
Gaston Manual
CR in Gaston
Judgement of alerts

3.3

1. Design phase
x
x
x

2. Test Phase
x
x
x

3. Usage Phase
X
x
x

COMPARISON OF CASES

The two preceding section describe two cases in which CRs are designed, tested and used. The
high level process is similar and consists of the steps: design, test, and use. Furthermore, CRs are
used in both cases to support human decisions and monitor medication. The ultimate goals are
also similar, namely providing a safe environment for patients and ensuring high quality care,
since these are general goals strived for in the health care sector.
Besides the high level similarities, there are also differences. These are identified by examining
the process models, the process stakeholder analyses and the artefacts overviews, but also via
the interviews and observations. When one compares the process models, differences in the
structure appear:
1) The hospital pharmacy places more emphasis on validation, i.e. four types of validation
versus one type of validation.
2) The hospital pharmacy has a more standardized process in place, e.g. regular meetings,
and periodically planned maintenance.
3) The hospital pharmacy puts more emphasis on documentation and evaluation, e..g.
standard documents, regular meetings and a feedback loop.
Furthermore, more people are involved in the CR process at the hospital pharmacy. This can be
explained by the usage of CRs as the primary pharmacovigilance method and therefore the
priority given to its development and usage. This limited number of people fulfilling the different
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roles results also in more combined duties at the ICU and a better separation of duties at the
hospital pharmacy.
From the identified artefacts, one can conclude the hospital pharmacy develops and uses more
documentation (Appendix H). Furthermore, evidence is also visible to the end user and decisions
are better founded and documented.
From these cases generally applicable information can be extracted and thus the first subquestion can be answered. What is the current state of traceability in Dutch hospitals?
To start with an overview is provided of the different roles that are involved in the CR process:
•

CR Designer:

•

CR Maintainer:

•

CR Reviewer:

•

CR User:

•

Infrastructure Provider:

responsible for the design and testing of the CR, which is
either a new CR or CR that needs a periodically review;
responsible for the usage phase, including continuous
maintenance of the CR;
responsible for the content of the CR and/or its fit in the
organization;
uses the CR in practice, i.e. interpreting the alert,
generating an advice for the patient, and following this
advice.
responsible for the infrastructure on which the CR runs.

These roles are visualized in Figure 13.

FIGURE 13: GENERAL ROLES IN CR PROCESS

When these roles are applied to the cases, one can see how these are mapped and divided over
the different process actors (Table 5). Noteworthy, is the difference between the level of role
division with respect to the roles CR Reviewer and CR User. The hospital pharmacy
differentiates between Content and Policy Reviewer and respectively Alert and Advice user,
while the ICU just divides the roles Reviewer and User. Furthermore, the infrastructure
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providers are similar for both departments, since they are located in the same hospital and work
with the same CDSS.
TABLE 5: ROLES EMPLOYED BY THE PROCESS ACTORS OF THE CASES

Role
CR Designer
CR Maintainer
CR User
CR Alert user
CR Advice user
CR Reviewer

CR Content
reviewer

CR Policy reviewer

Infrastructure
Provider

Hospital Pharmacy CZE
• Project pharmacist(s)
• Pharmacy student(s)
• Project pharmacist(s)
• Pharmacy student(s)
See below
• Hospital pharmacist(s) (in training)
• Pharmacy assistant(s)
Physician
See below

CR expert team:
• Hospital pharmacist(s) (in training)
• Physician(s)
• Project pharmacist
Medicines committee:
• Physician(s)
• Hospital pharmacist(s)
• ICT department
• Medecs (software)

ICU CZE
Intensivist
Intensivist
• Intensivist
• ICU nurse
No such specific roles
No such specific roles
Expert team:
• Intensivist(s)
• Domain expert(s)

No such specific roles

•
•

ICT department
Medecs (software)

Furthermore, one can conclude the high level process contains three main steps, with sub
processes, and one final step to eventually terminate the CR version (Figure 14). During these
steps, the CR is developed, discussed, validated, documented, and used. Furthermore, the CR is
maintained and adjusted and comprehensive periodical reviews are in place as well.

FIGURE 14: HIGH LEVEL CR PROCESS: GENERAL VERSION

Looking at the similarity between artefacts, one can conclude the CR in Gaston, the Gaston
Manual, and the ‘judgement of alert’ are used in both cases, so the CR is designed in a CDSS
program and that program’s manual and functionality are used. Furthermore, a source list is
developed, but the rest of the documentation differs (Table 6). For validating, evaluating, and
usage purposes more artefacts are developed at the hospital pharmacy. This results in easier
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ways to judge the quality of a CR and better regulated usage. Looking at these identified
advantages, it is advised to develop artefacts providing an overview of the CR, validation results,
and a user manual.
TABLE 6: COMPARISON OF ARTEFACTS: PHARMACY AND ICU

Artefact

ICU

Overview document of Clinical Rules

Hospital
Pharmacy
X

Source list

X

X

Documentation

CR in Gaston

Hospital
Pharmacy
X

Form Apo 118A

X

X

Validation results

X

Minutes of Expert team

X

Action protocol

X

Minutes of Research team

X

X

Minutes of Medicines Committee

X

Form Apo 118A appendix
Checklist
Form Apo 215A

X

Gaston Manual

X

Judgement of alerts

X

X

Artefact

ICU
X

X

A big difference between the cases also appeared during the last phases of this research project,
namely the success of the CR process. It was already clear that the hospital pharmacy
department was going to extend their way of working by cooperating with different Santeon
hospitals. The success of the CR process at the pharmacy department of the CZE is going to be
used as an example for other Santeon hospitals and the implementation has already started.
However, it became recently clear that the CR process at the ICU is going to be stopped. Reasons
for this stop are a lack of support on the infrastructure layer and a lack of multiple people with
the roles CR designer and maintainer. This makes it useful to elaborate on the likely successfailure factors of the cases.
In Table 7 six factors are stated that differ for the cases and might have let to the success and
failure of the CR process of the different cases. To start with, the number of people with similar
roles (i.e. CR designer, CR maintainer, CR user, CR reviewer) is higher for the hospital pharmacy
than for the ICU. At the ICU there is only one person who fulfils the role of CR designer and
maintainer; while at the hospital pharmacy these roles are fulfilled by the research team,
consisting of five people. The second factor is separation of roles, which is well defined at the
hospital pharmacy and almost not at the ICU (e.g. one person fulfilling the role of CR designer
and CR maintainer vs. a research team with a specific CR maintainer. Thirdly, end users are more
involved and willingly to participate at the hospital pharmacy than at the ICU. Furthermore, at
the ICU a minimum validation is executed while at the hospital pharmacy four different
validation steps are executed. Finally, at the hospital pharmacy the process is better defined and
integrated in the way of working. This has resulted in more standardized processes and better
documentation. At the ICU the CR process is still the hobby of an intensivist and the full value of
the CRs is not well-understood by the different end users in this department.
TABLE 7: DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CASES

Number of people with similar roles
Separation of roles
Involvement of end users
Validation steps in place
Standardization of process
Documentation of process

Hospital Pharmacy
Medium
High level
Medium
High level
Medium
Medium
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ICU
Low
Low level
Low
Low level
Very low
Low

CHAPTER 4:

REQUIREMENTS

In this chapter the requirements for the (annotation) tool support are described. This partially
answers the second sub research question about how an (annotation) tool can improve the
traceability of data in HISss. Additionally, the requirements for the tool to support the whole CR
process are described and discussed. First a requirements elicitation is described, next the list of
requirements is discussed, which is elaborated upon in the subsequent sections, and the chapter
ends with the description of the CR process steps most suitable for tool support.

4.1

REQUIREMENTS ELICITATION

4.1.1 GENERAL INFORMATION
Requirements elicitation is the process of investigating where requirements originate from and
how they can be collected (IEEE’s SWeBoK, 2004). This twofold process starts with the
identification of requirements sources and has as goal to create awareness of the various
sources, which might lead to conflicting wishes for requirements. The second part is the
identification of methods by which the requirements are obtained from the sources.
The requirements sources can be divided into five different categories (IEEE SWeBoK (2004),
Pfleeger (2001)):
1) Goals: these are overall, high-level objectives of the software, which often provide the
motivation for its development. In this project the motivation is to support the CR process
and ultimately to enhance the quality of the CRs.
2) Domain knowledge: this indicates knowledge about the application domain, which enables to
deduce tacit knowledge that stakeholders do not articulate. In this case the domain
knowledge arises from the hospital setting (specifically the CR steps) and literature related
to traceability.
3) Stakeholders indicate those people or organizations with an interest in the software, or in
this case tool. The process actors are examples of stakeholders.
4) Operational environment: this environment also enforces requirements on the software. In
this case the operational environment consists of the hospital and specifically the CR stages.
5) Organizational environment: in general the support of the software to a business process
should not force unplanned change in this process, so this organizational context should be
considered. For the tool support this means integration in the current way of working.
These five sources are used to obtain information about the requirements for the tool. The
requirements are elicited via different methods. Below a list of the different methods is
presented. One might note many methods focus on the stakeholders. This is because an
emphasis is put on obtaining requirements from the stakeholders since they will have to accept
the tool in their daily practice and organization.
1) Interviews are held with different stakeholders to obtain goals and domain knowledge, as
well as to elicit requirements from a stakeholder.
2) Observations of the way of working of the process actors to understand the operational and
organizational environment and to gain insight in the current way of working.
3) Scenarios provide a framework for questions about user tasks by permitting ‘what if’ and
‘how is this done’. These are integrated in the interviews.
4) Reading of documents: about the organization, the CR process, and the programs in use to
understand the goals, to gain domain knowledge, and to understand the context.
Furthermore, literature is read to understand the current possibilities and limitations.
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4.1.2 SPECIFICS FOR THIS PROJECT
The above stated requirements sources are exploited and the techniques are applied to the cases
of the case study. The held interviews are a combination of structured and unstructured
questioning. During the first phases of the project general questions have been asked; during the
next phases more structured interviews are held to obtain answers to specific questions. The
interviews are held with stakeholders from different phases during the CR process. Six CR
builders, three CR maintainers, three CR reviewers, and five CR end users have been interviewed
a number of times. Parallel to these interviews observations are held to understand the CR
process and to spot support options. In Appendix D one can read the extended results of some of
the different interviews and observations of the operational and organizational environment.
Furthermore, different artefacts are read and information is obtained from them. Examples of
these artefacts are: the Gaston Manual, the documentation concerning the stomach protection
CR, and different articles published by the CZE about CRs.
Additionally to this practical investigation, literature is used to include requirements from
previous research. Following the literature review on KT&M performed preceding this thesis
project, it can be stated there is currently no comprehensive annotation tool available to support
the KT&M process. However, there has been research concerning the requirements of
annotation tools and, since annotation can be used to enhance the traceability of knowledge,
these requirements can be used in addition to the requirements derived from practice.
Three articles are selected as useful for additional requirements. As already stated in Chapter
1.1, there are two different platforms found as base for annotation tools: Semantic Web (SW)
and Model Driven Engineering (MDE). Since annotation is considered in the broadest sense for
this project, features from both paradigms are used to be able to use annotations in their fullest
potential. Derived from the literature review, two articles from the SW and one article from MDE
are selected for additional requirements:“Semantic annotation for knowledge management:
Requirements and a survey of the state of the art” by Uren et al. (2006); “Leveraging Metadata
creation for the Semantic Web with CREAM” by Handschuh et al. (2003); and ‘MDE support for
process-oriented Health Information Systems: from theory to practice’ by Van Gorp et al. (2012).
In the article by Uren et al. (2006) semantic annotation is examined and a number of
requirements is identified. Furthermore, a review of the current generation of semantic
annotation systems is analyzed and this shows that, although there is still some way to go,
research in the area is active and making good progress.
This first article provides a review and is therefore quite high-level. To obtain more detailed
requirements, the most promising annotation framework, CREAM1, is chosen as the topic for the
second article. Handschuh et al. (2003) focus on this annotation and authoring framework and
they indicate CREAM allows for the creation of semantic metadata. This is important because it
allows for the construction of knowledge bases. Furthermore, CREAM provides the user with the
option to store annotations with the source material and to annotate the deep web (e.g.
databases with legacy data). The requirements for the CREAM annotation framework are
derived from previous experience wtih syntax, semantics and pragmatics (Handschuh et al.
(2003)). Since these nine principal requirements apply for a-posteriori annotation, they are also
applicable to this project in which annotations are made on existing artefacts.
1

CREAting Metadata for the Semantic Web
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The third selected article has an MDE base and focuses on MDE support for process-oriented
HIS. In their article ‘MDE support for process-oriented Health Information Systems: from theory to
practice’ Van Gorp et al. (2012) discuss how written documents can be translated into models
which are used in HIS applications. They indicate the current lack of an adequate annotation tool
and derive several needs for a desired annotation tool. Furthermore, Van Gorp et al. (2012)
indicate the possible improvement in management of related artefacts over time due to MDE
techniques, which is useful in the case of KT&M. Due to this reference, the designed support for
integration of text annotations with visual models, and since CRs are a type of HIS application,
the needs derived in this article are useful to incorporate as well.

4.2

LIST OF REQUIREMENTS

Hence different requirements are derived from the performed case study and from literature. In
this section an overview of these requirements for a tool providing KT&M support is presented.
The goal of the tool support is to sustain the CR process and in this way support KT&M. Support
for the CR process should (i) assist collaboration between different parties and during different
phases, (ii) ease the administrative work, and (iii) simplify the maintenance of CRs. Looking at
the annotation tool options within the set scope, the collaboration can be assisted via a
collaborative platform and new (digital) ways to divide the workload between parties. The
administrative work can be decreased via automation and digitalization of artefacts. It is, for
instance, an option to replace a paper artefact with a digital one or to pre-fill other artefacts with
annotated data from previous steps. The simplification of maintenance can be reached via
increased traceability of data and specifically links between artefacts. Furthermore, a better
supported maintenance process is also an option.
The different discovered needs and wishes with respect to tool support are, in line with the
previous paragraph, grouped into the following general categories:
1) Collaboration:
requirements with respect to user preference about the tool and
options to work together with similar and different process actors.
2) Artefacts (automation): requirements with respect to involved artefacts, possibilities for
automation, and preferences for automation.
3) Traceability:
requirements with respect to traceability and annotations in
specific.
Table 8 contains a summary of the different requirements that have been derived from practice
and literature. Per category different needs and wishes are stated and the right part of the table
displays the support each statement receives. For example, ‘Collaboration with similar or
different process actors’ is supported by the article of Uren et al. (2006), the interviews and the
observations. In general, the collaboration category is more supported by practice, while the
artefacts category is equally supported; and the traceability category more supported by
literature. This emphasis by the case study on collaboration can be explained by the planned
Santeon collaboration, while the selected articles focus more on the technical possibilities, like
automation.
Thus in Table 8 a list of the requirements and their support is provided. For an elaboration on
this list, the reader is referred to Section 4.3 for the requirements with respect to Collaboration;
Section 4.4 for the ones about Artefacts; and Section 4.5 for the requirements concerning
Traceability.
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TABLE 8: SUPPORT OPTIONS PER CATEGORY AND LINK TO SUPPORT (X INDICATES SUPPORT)

Support
category

Type of support

Supported by literature review aspect:

Traceability
(Section 4.5)

Artefacts
(automation)
(Section 4.4)

Collaboration
(Section 4.3)

Uren et al. (2006)
Practical:
1. Collaboration with similar and/or different process actors
2. Internal and external collaboration
3. Different ways of collaborating
4. Collaboration during different phases
Technical:
5. Integrated tool in workflow
6. User-centred design
Practical:
7. Automatic artefact filling
8. Tool-supported, digital artefacts
Technical:
9. Support for artefact evolution
10. Capability for heterogeneous artefact formats

Handschuh et al.
(2003)

Van Gorp et al
(2012)

X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X

Practical:
11. Links between artefacts
12. Annotations
13. Updates for certain changes/settings
Technical:
14. Standard format (e.g. OWL or RDF)
15. Ontology and tool support
16. Consistency of knowledge representation
17. Annotation storage
18. Compatibility with different devices and programs

X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
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Supported by case study
aspect:
Interview(s)
Observation(s)

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

4.3

REQUIREMENTS WITH RESPECT TO COLLABORATION

The requirements in this category have aim to assist of collaboration between different parties and
during different phases. Therefore, requirements with respect to user preference about options to
work together with similar and different process actors and about the tool are discussed in this
section. Table 9 displays the requirements derived from practice and literature in this category.
TABLE 9: REQUIREMENTS WITH RESPECT TO COLLABORATION

Practical:
1. Collaboration with similar and/or different
process actors
2. Internal and external collaboration
3. Different ways of collaborating
4. Collaboration during different phases

Technical:
5. Integrated tool in workflow
6. User-centred design

Requirement 1 states a tool should assist collaboration with similar and/or different process actors.
This follows from practice and literature. During interviews it is indicated by various process actors
collaboration with similar and/or different process actors would be useful to perform tasks during
various stages. For example, for the literature review it is indicated by CR builders they would like
to discuss the content of a CR with CR builders and CR end users. Furthermore, this requirement is
supported by Uren et al. (2006) who indicate an annotation tool should have a collaborative design
to assist collaboration between different people.
Requirement 2 indicates collaboration should be aided internally and externally. With this the
possibility to collaborate with process actors from the same organization and from different
organizations is indicated. This follows from interviews and observations. Different process actors
have indicated internal collaboration as a necessity, because the content of a CR has to be discussed
and the CR has to be supported by different stakeholders from the organization. Ensuing
observations and interviews, external collaboration is also needed for the Santeon collaboration for
CRs and the different tasks of the CR process will be shared.
Requirement 3 indicates different ways of collaboration need to be supported. Examples of these
different collaboration methods are commenting on and discussing each other’s work digitally (for
example on literature reviews), dividing different tasks (e.g. parts of the CR building), and providing
suggestions on finished work (for instance on CRs during CR usage). This is supported by the
interviews and observations during the case study and by Uren et al. (2006) who indicate the
importance of a collaborative design.

FIGURE 15: EXAMPLE OF WAY TO COLLABORATE (DURING LITERATURE REVIEW)
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Requirement 4 is an addition to requirement 3 as it indicates the support of collaboration during
different phases. This is supported by the interviews and observations of the case study, so it
follows that support is useful during all the different phases of the CR process (Design, Test, Usage).
Requirement 5 states the tool should be integrated in the workflow and this requirement concerns a
technical point. This is important since it follows from both practice and literature. During the case
study it is noted several times by different process actors that tool support should be well
integrated and not pose additional work. Especially, the CR end users indicate not to have time for
additional tasks. Uren et al. (2006) and Van Gorp et al. (2012) indicate the importance of an
integrated tool for the acceptance and use of it by practitioners.
Requirement 6 indicates the importance of a user-centred design of the tool, which means the
developer should keep in mind the tool user when developing the tool. It is closely related to
requirement 5, but this is more general and also concerns the design of the tool. From the
observations it follows the process actors have certain preferences, like which features of current
programs are seen as useful and easy or when to work with a program. Therefore, the user should
be kept in mind. Furthermore, Uren et al. (2006), Handschuh et al. (2003), and Van Gorp et al.
(2012) all indicate the user is important for the tool’s acceptance and use. For example, it should be
easy to use and have intuitive functionalities.

4.4

REQUIREMENTS WITH RESPECT TO ARTEFACTS
The goal of the requirements in this category is to ease the administrative work. Consequently, the
requirements concerning the artefacts are discussed in this section. Table 10 displays the
requirements derived from practice and literature in this category.
TABLE 10: REQUIREMENTS WITH RESPECT TO ARTEFACTS

Practical:
7. Automatic artefact filling
8. Tool-supported, digital artefacts

Technical:
9. Support for artefact evolution
10. Capability for heterogeneous artefact formats

Requirement 7 indicates the tool should support automatic artefact filling. From the interviews and
observations it follows that the double work for artefacts is present and could be reduced. In
general and in the health care sector, automation is found to reduce the time and effort needed from
an employee to execute certain tasks (Chaudhry et al. (2006), Huber (1990), Song et al. (2012)). Van
Gorp et al. (2012) indicate automatic generation of related artefacts is a useful possibility if artefacts
are annotated (Figure 17).

FIGURE 16: VISUALIZATION EXAMPLE OF REQUIREMENT 7 (LITERATURE TO OVERVIEW TO CDSS MODEL)
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Requirement 8 states tool-supported digital artefacts as a requirement. During the observations of
the case study, it is noted that many different artefacts are paper-based. If a new tool is put in place,
it might support digital artefacts and replace the paper-based ones.
Requirement 9 represents the technical requirement that the tool should support artefact evolution.
This means the annotation tool should maintain correct references to and in annotated artefacts, i.e.
annotations should remain correct. The need for this correct reference follows from the interviews
and observations, since the foundation of CRs should be correct. In addition, it is noted that the
artefacts change, so the necessity is present as well. The three articles state the need for supported
artefact evolution as well (Uren et al. (2006), Handschuh et al. (2003), and Van Gorp et al. (2012)).
Requirement 10 indicates the annotation tool should have the capability to handle different types of
artefacts, for example, Word, Excel, PDF, HTML, and XML. From observations, it follows different
types of artefacts are used (e.g. Word, Excel, CDSS Gaston) and the annotation should be able to
annotate and use all of them. Furthermore, Uren et al. (2006), Handschuh et al. (2003), and Van
Gorp et al. (2012) all state this need.

4.5

REQUIREMENT WITH RESPECT TO TRACEABILITY

The requirements in this category have as goal to simplify the maintenance of CRs. As determined in
the literature study discussed in Chapter 1, traceability plays an important role with respect to
maintenance. Traceability namely indicates being able to describe and follow the life of an artefact
and the relations between artefacts. Specifically in the case of Knowledge Translation and
Maintenance, traceability has the advantages of being able (1) to manage and maintain the
knowledge based systems (Lago et al., 2009) and (2) to faster identify evidence gaps or outdated
research (Winkler & von Pilgrim, 2010). To visualize traceability, an example is provided in Figure
17. Here one can see different artefacts from the CR process. Between these artefacts traces are in
place. One can see the sources are linked to ‘Source list’ and this ‘Source list’ is linked to
‘Designer/Maintainer Manual’. If one of the sources changes, it is in this way easier to track the
affected artefacts that have to be changed as well.

FIGURE 17: EXAMPLE OF TRACEABILITY BETWEEN ARTEFACTS
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Therefore, requirements with respect to traceability and annotations in specific are stated in this
category. Table 11 displays the traceability requirements derived from practice and literature.
TABLE 11: REQUIREMENTS WITH RESPECT TO TRACEABILITY

Practical:
11. Links between artefacts
12. Annotations
13. Updates of changes

Technical:
14. Standard format (e.g. OWL or RDF)
15. Ontology and tool support
16. Consistency of knowledge representation
17. Annotation storage
18. Compatibility with different devices and programs

Requirement 11 states the tool should support links between artefacts. As mentioned in the
introduction, this is what traceability means and it is visualized in Figure 17. Support for this
requirement is high by practice and literature, since all three articles discuss annotation and/or
traceability. From interviews and observations, it is derived that links between artefacts can ease
the maintenance process since an overview of related artefacts is easier made and changed artefacts
faster detected. Furthermore, the checking of the foundation of a CR during CR use by CR end users
is imagined to be faster.
Requirement 12 indicates traceability should be made possible by annotations. Uren et al. (2006),
Handschuh et al. (2003) and Van Gorp et al. (2012) specify annotations as a useful way to enhance
traceability. Furthermore, this follows from the literature review as a useful first step. Thus the tool
should support annotations.
Requirement 13 represents the need for updates of changes in artefacts. It follows from interviews
and observations that maintenance can be eased if changes are faster noted and do not have to be
searched for. Therefore, the annotation tool should support triggering the CR maintainer if changes
occur in the (source) artefacts.
Requirement 14 states the necessity to support standard ontology (metamodel) formats, like RDF or
OWL. Uren et al. (2006) and Van Gorp et al. (2012) indicate this is important for proper support of
the annotations and related artefacts. Since the annotations are based on ontology and play an
important role for improved KT&M, this requirement is made for a proper base.
Requirement 15 indicates the need for ontology and tool support. Different contexts require
different metamodels and metamodels evolve. To ensure consistency, ontology support is stated as
a requirement (Uren et al. (2006) and Handschuh et al. (2003)). Furthermore, from observations it
follows that tool support is needed in general as well.
Requirement 16 indicates the knowledge representation should be consistent. It is closely related to
the previous two requirements, but differs in the way that the tool should prevent the wrongful
usage of ontology as much as possible (for example by preventing the adding of extra
statements/categories in a ontology). This is supported by the literature.
Requirement 17 marks the annotation storage. The annotations and traces should be stored and this
requirement marks the option for organizations to save them integrated in or separate from the
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original document. The literature states this option, but does not indicate a supreme one (Uren et al.
(2006), Handschuh et al. (2003), and Van Gorp et al. (2012)). Therefore, this requirement is present
to show the needed discussion with the organization (what is best and possible?) and to explore the
technical options at that time.
Requirement 18 indicates the option to work on different devices. This option is put here to
investigate what is preferred by process actors.
To envision some of these requirements, Figure 18 shows an example of requirements 13-15. First
an update is received by the CR maintainer that something in a source document has changed (1.).
Due to the links between artefacts, it is possible to see which artefacts use the affected source (red)
and which should be checked (2.). Thirdly, due to the annotations, it is possible to see in one
artefact, specifically what data is affected (3.). In, for example, the literature review the CR
maintainer is able to see what is changed and how the data has changed (only possible when
annotation is used to its fullest extend and all included artefacts are annotated).

FIGURE 18: EXAMPLE OF TRACEABILITY REQUIREMENTS 13-15: UPDATE AND EFFECT OF ANNOTATIONS

4.6

CONCEPTUAL MODELLING

Conceptual modelling is performed to unveil the stages of the CR process which would benefit most
from tool support. A partial answer to the second sub question is provided here, namely at what
steps can the (annotation) tool help the KT&M process? Via interviews with CR builders, CR
maintainers, CR reviewers, and CR end users about various phases and observations of various
steps in the CR process the following steps are identified as possible steps which would benefit from
tool support. The exhaustive list is:
i.
ii.
iii.

iv.
v.

vi.

The execution of the literature review (Execute literature review)
Building of CR (Build Clinical Rule)
Daily Run (C. Daily Run):
a. Judgment of alert (Judge alerts)
b. Handle alert categorization (Categorize alerts)
The maintenance of the CR (Part of Regular Usage)
Consultations about:
a. CR content (Consult about content; Consult about content aspects)
b. Technical aspects (Consult about technical aspects; Consult about technical and practical
aspects)
Performance of validations:
a. Technical validation (Perform Technical validation)
b. Retrospective therapeutic validation (Perform retrospective therapeutic validation)
c. Prospective therapeutic validation (Perform prospective therapeutic validation)
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However, only the most impressionable stages are put on a short list and investigated in detail for
support options due to time constrains. These are selected based on the expected effect of the
support, the variety of stakeholders involved, and the current technological possibilities. Both the
pharmacy and ICU case are taken as input, but emphasis is placed on the pharmacy case due to its
currently greater success and stage of standardization. The research team has indicated the steps
literature review and maintenance of the CRs are crucial steps for valid and well-functioning CRs, but
that these are time -consuming tasks due to the amount of artefacts involved. Therefore, these
stages are selected as impressionable stages, which are put on the short list (Figure 19). For
maintenance, one has to remember the two types of maintenance: (1) continuous maintenance and
(2) periodical maintenance. Both types are considered, but the specific tasks of the CR maintainer
are those from continuous maintenance and if periodical maintenance is executed it is assumed the
CR maintainer takes the role of CR builder, since the steps are similar.
The building of the CR is also a vital step in the CR process which entails the conceptual and actual
modelling in the CDSS Gaston. These models form the base of the CR: in it all the previously obtained
information is combined and continuously adjusted when new information is obtained during
different stages (Figure 19). Due to its vital role, the building of CR stage is also selected as
impressionable stage and put on the short list.
The Daily run is selected as fourth stage because this is the stage during which the CR is actually ran
and used in practice for real patients. The previous stages are mainly executed by the research team,
but this stage involves the CR end user who works with the alerts generated by the CR. The CR end
user has to judge the generated alerts and categorize them. For a grounded assessment the CR end
user often investigates the foundation of the CR, so he/she wants to see the sources of the CR. This is
currently a time-consuming process for which different artefacts have to be consulted (e.g. search
for an article). Consequently, the daily run is put on the short list.

(1) LITERATURE REVIEW & BUILDING OF CR
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(2) DAILY RUN (COLLAPSED PROCESS)

(3) SUBPROCESS DAILY RUN: JUDGE ALERTS AND CATEGORIZE ALERTS
FIGURE 19: POSSIBLE SUPPORT STEPS IN CR PROCESS MARKED IN GREEN

Thus, the conceptual modelling results in four stages of the CR process which would benefit most
from tool support, namely ‘Literature review’, ‘Building of CR’, ‘Daily Run’, and ‘Maintenance of CR’.
These stages are used to validate the derived requirements in practice. This validation is executed
because it is unknown what options are preferred by the general population of process actors of the
KT&M process. In Chapter 5 this validation is described. It has a focus on the practical requirements
and has as a goal to elicit wishes from practice. This practical validation is possible because the
respondents are capable to answer questions about their preferences in general and, to some extent,
concerning technical details.
To illustrate how the requirements can be applied to the selected impressionable stages, Table 12
shows the different support goals for each stage derived from the requirements. If one takes the
literature review as example to elaborate on, it is worthwhile to note many sources need to be
examined to obtain a solid foundation for a CR. Collaboration about the content of the CR during this
stage would enhance the quality of KT&M, because more people are involved in source judgment
and more sources can be examined. Furthermore, a reduction of time per person can be realized,
making the step more efficient. A tool can therefore support this phase via the option to (1) work in
the same artefact with multiple people; (2) divide work tasks; and (3) comment on each other.
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TABLE 12: THE GOALS OF THE SUPPORT PER STAGE AND CATEGORY

1. Literature review

2. Building of CR

3. Daily Run - Usage
of CR

4. Maintenance of CR

Collaboration
• With multiple
process actors
• With multiple
organizations
• Sharing of work
• Commenting on
each other
• With multiple
process actors
• With multiple
organizations
• Work together on
content
• Work together in
CDSS
• With different
process actors
• In different ways
• Extend way of
working
• With multiple
process actors
• With multiple
organizations
• Different ways of
cooperating
• Direct feedback
from practice

Artefacts
• Pre-filling of
artefacts

Traceability
• Computer-readable
documents
• Links to original
sources
• Automatic update
information
• Linked sources
• Automatic filling of
CDSS
• Link with selected
sources from literature
review

•

Pre-filling of CDSS
with content from
literature review

•

More
comprehensive
overview of
sources for alert

•

Easier to find
foundation of CRs

•

Identifications of
affected artefacts
and needed
updates
Overview of
updates

•

Automatic notification
of changed (source)
artefact
Identification of
affected artefacts
Update suggestions

•
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CHAPTER 5:

VALIDATION OF REQUIREMENTS

In the previous chapter three support categories of requirements are elicited from practice and
literature. In table 8 different requirement options are stated and to evaluate the accuracy and
applicability of these requirements, a validation is executed. The requirement validation consists of
two steps: (1) questionnaires and movies are used to confirm or negate the list of requirements; and
(2) an expert meeting is organized to discuss the results of the questionnaires and to rank the
requirements in order of importance. In the first paragraph the first step of the validation is further
described, and in the second paragraph an elaboration on the outline of the expert meeting is given.
In the last paragraph the results of the validation steps are analyzed.

5.1. QUESTIONNAIRES AND MOVIES
The first step of the validation is executed with movies and questionnaires. The goal of this step is to
confirm or negate the derived requirements and to gather data about the opinion of the process
actors. As stated in Chapter 4, four stages in the CR process are identified as the most
impressionable by support of a KT&M tool. These are (i) the literature review, (ii) the building of a
CR, (iii) the maintenance of a CR, and (iv) the usage of a CR. For each of these steps an explanatory
movie and questionnaire is made. The movie serves as an example of possible support a KT&M tool
could provide and it visualizes the requirements for the respondent. The questionnaire is used to
gather valid, reliable, unbiased and discriminatory data from a representative sample of
respondents (McColl, et al., 2001). Each questionnaire includes questions about the requirements
that are specific for that stage of the CR process. The script of the movies, screenshots of the movies,
and the questionnaires can be found in Appendix G and Appendix I.
The population of respondents consists of different process actors from the CR process. The first
two questionnaires (1 and 2) need to be filled in by CR builders; the third questionnaire (3) by CR
maintainers; and the fourth questionnaire (4) by CR end users. Since the project is executed at the
CZE’s hospital pharmacy department and ICU, the movies are based on their way of working.
Therefore, the process actors from these departments are taken as the available population.
Furthermore, this population is extended with the Santeon’s CR expert team to obtain more
universal results. They take the CZE as reference and therefore work in a similar manner. Table 13
shows the available population per stage and the actual number of respondents. Since this
population is small, the aim is to get a high response rate to get accurate and precise results
(Blumberg et al. (2008)).
Table 13 shows a high response rate (>80%) for the CZE respondents for all stages and therefore
the results of the questionnaires can be said to give a good representation of reality in the CZE. The
response rate from the other Santeon hospital is unfortunately only 20%. This can be explained by
the holiday period, the relative small size of their influence in this project, and the early stages of the
CR roll-out to their hospitals. Caution should thus be taken when generalizing the results to the
Santeon context.
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TABLE 13: AVAILABLE POPULATION FOR QUESTIONNAIRES AND MOVIES

Stage in CR process

Respondent’s role

CZE

Santeon (excl. CZE)

Possible
respondents

Actual
respondents
(response
rate)

Possible
respondents

Actual
respondents
(response
rate)

1. Literature review
2. Building of CR
3. Maintenance of CR

CR builder (maintainer)
CR builder (maintainer)
CR maintainer

7
7
5

6 (86%)
6 (86%)
5 (100%)

5
0
5

1 (20%)
0
1 (20%)

4. Usage of CR

CR end user

16

13 (81%)

5

1 (20%)

A description of the respondents is provided in Table 14. One can see the respondents are on
average young: aged between 33 and 38; they have on average between 3 and 6 years of experience
with CRs. During stage 1 and 2 the respondents are youngest, which can be explained by the interns;
and during stage 4 the oldest due to their (pharmacist) education. Furthermore, the respondents’
average age is skewed due to one respondent who is 60; and the average experience is skewed due
to two respondents with above average experience (7 and 15 years) because of their involvement in
the start-up of the CR decision support in the CZE. It is furthermore noteworthy to state most
respondents have multiple roles in the CR process. Especially, for the first three stages, the majority
of respondents has at least two roles. This indicates their involvement and knowledge of multiple
parts of the CR process. During stage four less than half the respondents has two roles, indicating
most CR end users are only involved in the usage part of the CR process.
TABLE 14: DESCRIPTION OF RESPONDENTS

Nr. Of respondents

Stage 1
Stage 2
Stage 3
Stage 4

CZE
Phar
4
4
3
11

ICU
2
2
2
2

Santeon
(excl CZE)

Average age
(years)
CZE
All

1
0
1
1

33.8
33.8
35.6
37.8

33.0
33.8
34.3
37.1

Average years of
experience
CZE
All
4.9
4.9
5.8
3.6

4.2
4.9
4.8
3.4

Nr. Of Roles
Single
1
1
0
8

Multi
6
5
6
6

5.2. OUTLINE OF EXPERT MEETING
The second step of the validation consists of a meeting with CR experts during which the results of
the first validation step are discussed. The goal of this meeting is to discuss the results of the
questionnaires, provide explanations for them and to obtain a ranking of certain tool requirements
in order of importance. This meeting is organized with experts from both departments and from all
roles. In the expert meeting the following experts participate:
•
•
•

An expert from the hospital pharmacy research team who is an experienced CR builder and
maintainer;
An expert from the hospital pharmacy who supervises the research team and is a CR end
user;
An expert from the ICU who is experienced in all the selected stages.
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During this meeting all three experts are guided through the results per phase and in general. They
are consulted on a possible explanation of the obtained results. Additionally, their opinion is asked
about differences between the process stages. The results can be found in the next paragraph (5.3).

5.3. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
As described in 5.1, the goal of the movies and questionnaires was to validate the requirements
derived in Chapter 4. In this paragraph an analysis is performed on the results acquired via these
movies and questionnaires; in Appendix F all results are listed, but also in this chapter the results
are displayed in various tables. The outcome of the expert meeting is integrated in the discussion of
the results, so explanations are provided based on expert opinion. First, the results of the questions
concerning the different stages are discussed per category. Next the results about the general
questions are analyzed. To visualize the consensus of the respondents for a question, different
colors are used for the numbers. If a unanimous answer is given by the respondents, the number is
given a green color in the table; if more than 50% of the respondents choose an answer, the color
orange is applied; and the solidarity for a question is below 50%, the answer is stated in black.

5.3.1. RESULTS PER STAGE
5.3.1.1. Literature Review:
In the first category, Collaboration, it is investigated what the tendency is among CR builders with
respect to collaboration during the execution of the literature review. These results are displayed in
Table 15. One can see, all respondents answered they would like to work together with CR process
actors from their hospital on the source selection. The reaction on working together with process
actors from other hospitals was less univocal (85% answered yes). Internally, almost 72%
responded to prefer working with both CR builders and CR end users; externally the tendency was
towards CR builders instead of both types of process actors. The experts gave two explanations for
this difference in internal and external process actor preference: (1) internally there is an overlap in
working situation and expertise for different process actors; and (2) in the current Santeon
collaboration the CR builders consult externally with each other and consult internally with the
different process actors. So this might explain the preference to collaborate with CR builders
externally.
TABLE 15: RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRE 1 ON COLLABORATION
Questions Collaboration
With whom from your hospital would you like to collaborate on selecting
the sources for the Clinical Rule?
With whom from other hospitals would you like to collaborate on selecting
the sources?
Do you think that working together will increase the efficiency of the
literature review?

Answer
CR
builders
14.29%
CR
builders
42.86%
Yes

CR end
users
14.29%
CR end
users
14.29%

85.71%

Both

None

71.43%
Both

0.00%
None

28.57%
No

14.29%
14.29%

When asked about the effect of collaboration on the efficiency of the execution of the literature
review, 86% of the respondents had the opinion the efficiency would increase. It is noteworthy that
all respondents from the CZE had a positive opinion about the effect of collaboration, but that the
Santeon respondent answered negatively. The expert team suggests this answer is probably twisted
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due to current Santeon practice. Presently, the Santeon teamwork means discussing the CRs,
dividing the different CRs between participants and having ad hoc phone calls when needed. This is
currently an efficient way of working, so the respondent might fear a decrease in efficiency if the
collaboration is extended or forced to be IT-based.
Artefacts (in the questionnaires called Documentation) is the second category investigated and in
this category the requirements with respect to automatic filling and standardization are inspected.
Table 16 displays these results and one can see an almost equal division over the answer
possibilities of the first question. This result is discussed during the expert meeting and it is
concluded that the question itself has caused the confusion. The goal of this question was to
investigate if the documents have a similar structure, however, the question asks for similar content.
With respect to structure, the expert team agrees most produced artifacts have a similar structure
and templates even exist.
Looking at the opinions with respect to partially filled documents, the general tendency is positive.
Comments on this side are that it will create an overview, make the process more efficient, and
make it easier to comment on results. Furthermore, it is assumed to increase the consistency and
uniformity. With respect to efficiency, the respondents univocally agree that the efficiency of the
step will increase due to partially filled documents. There is, however, some skepticism about the
feasibility of the idea, but the idea in general is received positively and said to make the step faster,
easier, and well-organized.
TABLE 16: RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRE 1 ON ARTEFACTS
Questions Documentation
Do you think many documents (e.g. “Documentatie.doc” and
“Afhandelingsprotocol.doc”) produced during the literature review step have
similar content for all Clinical Rules?
Would you like a new document to be partially filled with information from the
literature review?
Do you think a pre-filled document would increase the efficiency of the clinical
rule process?

Answer
Yes

No

57.14%
Yes

42.86%
No

71.43%
Yes

28.57%
No

100.00%

0.00%

The third category of questions in the questionnaire concerns Traceability. In this category the CR
builders’ expectations for traceability and the preferences for annotation are investigated. Results
can be seen in Table 17. The first thing to notice is the quite evenly spread response over the answer
possibilities and the preference for the ability to adjust the chosen settings. This can be explained by
the novelty of annotations in the CR process and the unfamiliarity of the respondents with these
options. The answers from the questionnaires show a preference to be able to adjust the settings for
annotating in a web browser or stored document and to adjust the timing of annotation updates
from other people. It is even suggested to be able to receive these updates at any wanted moment,
so no fixed period. However, the experts indicate the core value of the tool is much more important
than this option. On the other hand, more consensus is present on how to view annotations for one
source and for one CR. If one source is inspected and annotated in detail by multiple people, a
majority wants to view these annotations in the source document itself instead of in an overview
document. Yet, if it concerns the complete foundation of a CR with multiple sources, a majority
wants to see all annotations from all people at once, so in an overview document. This can be
explained by the different levels of detail.
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As stated before, using annotations in the CR process is a novel idea. Therefore, the respondents are
asked what would trigger them to start using and accepting annotations. This has resulted in the list
presented in Table 18. The top two triggers are both possible results of the annotated sources,
namely the added value of automatically filled documents and the ease with which to see the use of
sources. The third trigger is the ease of use and it therefore relates directly to the annotating
program. The expert team states this ranking is logical and agrees the outcome possibilities of the
annotation program are more important than the ease of use, since you can get to know a program,
but it initially needs to have a useful goal.
TABLE 17: RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRE 1 ON TRACEABILITY
Questions Traceability
Answer
Once you have selected an article, you can annotate it. Would you
prefer annotating in the web browser or would you like to have it
stored on your computer??
When would you like to be informed of other people’s annotations?
How would you like to view other people’s annotations for one
document?
Would you like to view other people’s annotations for a certain
Clinical Rule
Would you like to be able to adjust the above mentioned settings?

Web browser

Stored
No
document
preference
14.29%
42.86%
42.86%
Immediately
Periodically
Other way:
14.29%
42.86%
42.86%
Annotated document
Overview document
itself
71.43%
28.57%
1 Article,
1 Article, all
1 CR, 1
1 CR, all
1 person
people
person
people
0,00%
14,29%
0,00%
85,71%
Yes
No

85.71%

14.29%

TABLE 18: RANKING OF TRIGGERS TO USE ANNOTATIONS (QUESTIONNAIRE 1)

Ranking
1
2
3
4
5
6

Statement
The added value of the automatically filled documents.
The ease with which to see how sources are used.
The annotation program is easy to use.
Annotating is no additional work.
The annotating is integrated in workflow.
Own suggestion: All comments are documented in the same way, so it is easy to access data

5.3.1.2. Building of CR
Collaboration is seen as a difficult topic during this stage of the CR process. It is believed to add
value when it concerns the content of a CR, but when it concerns the technical building,
collaboration is not wanted. The top reason in favor of collaboration is the increased quality of the
CR; the main disadvantage of collaboration is the increased difficulty of the building. Furthermore, it
can be derived from the results (Table 19) that CR builders are the preferred process actors for
internal collaboration, while a combination of CR builders and end users is preferred for external
collaboration. Noteworthy on this point: external collaboration is only wanted by half of the
respondents; while the other half prefers to keep the building internal. The expert team is surprised
by this result, but gives two possible explanations: (1) the question is answered with the technical
building in mind and then CR builders prefer not to collaborate; and (2) the sample size is quite
small, so the results are skewed. When the respondents are asked which way of collaboration they
prefer, commenting is ranked number one and building different parts number two. This number
two is rather curious, but this can be explained by the fact that it was given as the second suggestion
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and respondents only ranked number one and two. The expert team agrees with the commenting,
but stresses the building should not be listed as number 2. Therefore, caution should be taken with
the list displayed in Table 20.
TABLE 19: RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRE 2 ON COLLABORATION

Questions Collaboration
With whom from your hospital would you like to collaborate on
building the Clinical Rule model in Gaston?

Answer
CR
builders

With whom from other hospitals would you like to collaborate on
building the Clinical Rule model in Gaston?

CR
builders

42.86%

Do you think that working together will increase the efficiency of
the literature review?

0.00%
Yes

CR end
users

Both

14.29%
CR end
users

16.67%

14.29%

None

28.57%

Both

None

33.33%
No

50.00%

66.67%

33.33%

TABLE 20: PREFERED WAYS TO WORK TOGETHER ON CR BUILDING (QUESTIONNAIRE 2)

Ranking
1
2
3
4

Statement
Provide comments on each other’s work
Build different parts of the model
Own suggestion: On content of the CR
Own suggestion: Learn from experienced users

Nr. Of answers
6
6
1
1

Following collaboration is the category Artfacts (called Documentation in questionnaire). Two
opinions are asked in the questionnaire concerning annotating options for artifacts. First the
respondent’s opinion about the automatic pre-filling of the CDSS is asked for. This results in a
univocal result: the option is received positively. Automatic filling of the CDSS model based on the
literature review is believed to make the building easier because an overview of the necessary
information and needed decisions is available. Furthermore, it is considered to increase the
consistency, speed and quality due to the link with the original sources. The second question
concerns the believed effect of automatic filling on the efficiency of the CR process. All respondents
believe the efficiency will increase. Other stated reasons are the provided overview of sources, the
focus on the outcome since the basic building blocks and information are already provided, and
saving of time due to the consistent filling. Table 21 shows the exact results.
TABLE 21: RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRE 2 ON ARTEFACTS

Questions Documentation
Would you like a new Clinical Rule Gaston Model to be partially pre-filled with
building blocks based on the information from the literature review?
Do you think a partially pre-filled CR model would increase the efficiency of the
clinical rule process?

Answer
Yes
100.00%
Yes
100.00%

No
0.00%
No
0.00%

Traceability is the third category and it also focuses on effects of the annotation tool. Since
annotated sources can be used to build models, the first question concerns the effect of this
automatic filling on the building process. All respondents believe the building step will become
easier due to the presence of the needed information, sources, and building blocks which allow the
CR builder to validate and confirm the model instead of building it from scratch. The traceability to
the sources also eases the building, since the sources are easier found and validated. Furthermore,
this traceability is in general thought to increase the quality due to the visibility of links and the ease
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to validate them. The lack of consensus on this point surprises the expert team. The team
hypothesizes it might be caused by the viewpoint of a single person performing all the different
roles. They state the links will definitely improve the quality since the sources are easier found and
validated. Furthermore, one has to keep in mind this lack of consensus is caused by one deviant
opinion, due to the small sample size. The results of the traceability questions are visualized in
Table 22.
TABLE 22: RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRE 2 ON TRACEABILITY

Questions Traceability
Do you think the automatic filling will make the building of CRs easier?
Do you think the traceability will make the building of CRs easier?
Do you think links with the original sources will improve the quality of the CR?

Answer
Yes
100.00%
Yes
100.00%
Yes
83.33%

No
0.00%
No
0.00%
No
16.67%

5.3.1.3. Maintenance of CR
Collaboration is seen as a useful addition during the maintenance stage. All respondents have
indicated to see an advantage in working together with CR end users (Table 23). This collaboration
is expected to be in the form of (i) feedback about decisions on whether or not to act upon the CR
alert, (ii) comments on the advice given by the CR, and (iii) comments on the literature used as a
source. End users can also provide insight in the local use, custom and protocols in place, which can
then be taken into account while adjusting the CR. Furthermore, a majority of respondents (67%)
prefers a combination of two or three different process roles and collaborating with process actors
from other hospitals is also seen as a benefit during the CR maintenance. This might be due to the
shared workload and the combined expertise and experience. In general, collaboration is considered
to increase the efficiency of the maintenance stage, mainly due to the shared workload.
TABLE 23: RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRE 3 ON COLLABORATION

Questions Collaboration
With whom from your hospital would you like to collaborate
on keeping the information used in the Clinical Rule up to
date?
Would you like to collaborate with people from other
hospitals to maintain the CRs?

Answer
CR maintainers
66.67%
Yes

With whom from other hospitals would you like to
collaborate on keeping the information used in the Clinical
Rule up to date?
Do you think that working together will increase the
efficiency of the maintenance stage?

CR maintainers
66.67%
Yes

What is your opinion about the feedback from CR end users.
like hospital pharmacists and physicians?

Very
useful
66.67%
Yes

Do you think CR end users could help in the maintenance
process?
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CR
builders
50.00%
83.33%
CR
builders
50.00%
83.33%
Sometim
es useful
33.33%
100.00%

CR end
users
100.00%
No
CR end
users
66.67%
No
Often not
useful
0.00%
No

Combination
66.67%
16.67%
Combination
80.00%
16.67%
Not
useful
0.00%
0.00%

With respect to Artefacts (called Documentation in questionnaire), questions are asked concerning
preferences for the tool support and the effect of the support on the quality of the CR. The common
opinion about being informed about changes in the sources is positive and one expects this to
increase the quality of the CR. The update frequency is in general preferred periodically, but some
respondents also prefer immediate updates or an update at any time requested. The respondents
answer diverse on both questions about the type of update (e-mail, document, note vs. every update
separately, all updates for one CR, all updates for all CRs). This is in correspondence with the
wanted ability to change the settings and could be explained by the inexperience with the tool and
novelty of the idea. Furthermore, the expert team provides three additional reasons: (1) people
might have different situations in mind; or (2) people have different personal preferences; or (3)
people have different workflows. In addition they suggest the frequency might differ for the urgency
of the update. Table 24 displays the answers to this part of the questionnaire.
TABLE 24: RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRE 3 ON ARTEFACTS

Questions Documentation
Do you think being informed about changes in your sources
will increase the quality of a CR?
When would you like to be informed of an update of your
sources?
How would you like to receive updates of sources?

How would you like to receive updates of sources?

Answer
Yes

No
83.33%
16.67%
Immediately
Periodically
Other way
33.33%
50.00%
16.67%
E-mail
DocuNote when Webment
program
site
opens
33.33%
33.33%
33.33% 0.00%
Every update
All updates
All updates
separately
of one CR
of all CRs
16.67%

Would you like to be able to adjust the above mentioned
settings?

50.00%
No

Yes

33.33%

83.33%

16.67%

With respect to traceability during the maintenance process, the results are displayed in Table 25.
The overview graph made possible by Traceability is considered to make the updating of the CRs
easier. Furthermore, the traces between the documents and sources are thought to increase the
efficiency of the CR process in general and for this step. Reasons provided for this increase are the
automation, the increased consistency, the overview of previous decisions, and the immediate
update possibility instead of the current period one.
TABLE 25: RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRE 3 ON TRACEABILITY

Questions Traceability
Do you think the overview graph showing the effect of an updated source will
make the updating of the CR easier?
Do you think the traces between the documents and sources will increase the
efficiency of the clinical rule process. in general?
Do you think the traces between the documents and sources will increase the
efficiency of the clinical rule maintenance process?
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Answer
Yes
100.00%
Yes
83.33%
Yes
100.00%

No
0.00%
No
16.67%
No
0.00%

5.3.1.4. Usage of CR
It is assumed input from CR end users can improve the quality of CRs. Therefore, it is investigated if
CR end users are willing to Collaborate and participate in the maintenance of CRs process. The
results are shown in Table 26. Three times a similar question is asked and each time more
respondents are willing to collaborate. Direct participation in keeping the information in CRs up to
date is least favored, while giving suggestions about updates yields most positive results. It seems
that the respondents’ awareness of the value they can add increases during the questionnaire.
Reasons not to participate are the amount of time needed from the end user and the viewpoint it is
someone else’s job. Yet the reasons in favor of participation are plenitude. The main reason is the
increased quality of a CR and its advice, but also no extra work and easy input for improved care are
given as reasons. Different ways of participating are possible and Table 27 lists the preferred ways
of participation. Suggesting updates for CRs when reading or hearing about them is most preferred;
followed by joining a meeting about the content of a specific CR when needed, and joining meetings
about CRs in general. The expert team is in compliance with the ranking and adds as explanation for
the fourth place that there are already a lot of clinical meetings.
TABLE 26: RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRE 4 ON COLLABORATION

Questions Collaboration
Would you like to participate in keeping the information used in the Clinical
Rule up to date?
Are you willing to suggest updates for a Clinical Rule if this is integrated in the
Clinical Decision Support System (in the CZE: Gaston). for example like shown
in the movie?
Are you willing to suggest updates for the Clinical Rules?

Answer
Yes
78.57%
Yes

No
21.43%
No

85.71%

14.29%

Yes

No
92.86%

7.14%

TABLE 27: PREFERED WAYS TO PARTICIPATE IN THE CR MAINTENANCE BY CR END USERS

Ranking

Statement

1
2
3
4
6

Suggest updates for Clinical Rules when you read them or hear about them
Join a meeting about the content of one Clinical Rule when needed
Join regular meetings about the content of Clinical Rules
Join regular meetings about one Clinical Rule
Conform table riscio-analyse op de G-standaard. This gives a short
summary with the original source next to it.
At initiation of CR: more information about content and background info
and sourcing
Explanation of policy followed by CR

6
6

Nr. Of
Answers
9
6
8
4
1
1
1

With respect to Artefacts (called Documentation in questionnaire) the CR end users are asked their
opinion about the provided information. Almost 86% indicated a need for more information about
why certain advices are generated (Table 28). Suggestions are given about possible additional
information and the end users indicated to want a better link with the original sources to see the
evidence for the advice. This link is mostly preferred to be given by an overview graph like the one
presented in the movie highlighting the documents on which the advice is based. Furthermore. a
link to the original sources with highlighted parts (annotations) is believed to be valuable as well.
Table 29 shows the extensive list.
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TABLE 28: RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRE 4 ON ARTEFACTS

Questions Documentation
Would you like more information about why a certain advice is given by the Clinical
Rules?

Answer
Yes
85.71%

No
14.29%

TABLE 29: LIST OF ADDITIONAL INFORMATION NEEDS FROM CR END USERS

Rang

Statement

1

Overview graph of evidence. which highlights all documents on which the
advice is based

2

Link to original source with the used parts highlighted (or in some other way
easy to spot)

5

3

More extended End User Manual (in the CZE: ‘Afhandelingsprotocol’)

4

4

Better visual source of information

3

5
6

Link to original source
Conform table riscio-analyse op de G-standaard. This gives a short summary
with the original source next to it.
At initiation of CR: more information about content and background info and
sourcing
Explanation of policy followed by CR

2
1

6
6

Chosen by ‘.x.’
respondents
7

1
1

The last questions concern Traceability features and effects. First, opinions are asked about the
overview graph, following from the annotations during previous phases. With respect to making the
advices better understandable, almost 79% of the respondents answer yes, indicating they believe
the overview graph will make it easier to understand. Next the effect of traces between CR advice
and sources is inspected and the first question concerns the efficiency of handling alerts. Most
respondents (71%) believe the efficiency will increase and they provide reasons like easier to find
sources, better decision making in discussions, and better motivation for certain handling. Reasons
for the efficiency not to increase are the already well chosen sources and no need for more
information about the advice. With respect to quality 64% believes in a possible increase due to
traces. Reasons similar to the efficiency increase are provided, but also the better understandability
of the alert’s urgency is stated. To obtain an insight in the perceived quality effect of end user
maintenance participation, the last question asks the end user’s opinion about the quality change
due to traces. 71% of the respondents has the opinion the quality of the maintenance will increase.
A more efficient process, faster updating, and better fit with practice are given as reasons. Some
respondents also indicate not to have the necessary insight to answer this question, because of their
inexperience with maintaining CRs.
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TABLE 30: RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRE 4 ON TRACEABILITY

Questions Traceability
Do you think the overview graph showing how the advice is generated will
make it easier for you to see why the advice is given and why it is applicable for
this patient?

Answer
Yes

Do you think the traces between the advice and its documents and sources will
increase the efficiency of you handling the clinical rule alerts?
Do you think the traces between the advice and its documents and sources will
increase the quality of handling the alerts of the clinical rules?
Do you think the traces between the advice and its documents and sources will
increase the quality of maintaining the clinical rules?

Yes

No

78.57%

21.43%
No

71.43%
Yes
Yes

28.57%
No

64.29%
No

71.43%

35.71%
No
opinion

7.14%

21.34%

5.3.2. GENERAL RESULTS
Besides the stage-specific questions, there were two more general questions asked in the
questionnaires. The first question concerns the type of collaboration: face-to-face versus
collaboration via the computer. This question is answered by the CR builders and the goal of the
question is to find preferred ways of working and how these should be incorporated as a
requirements. A majority of respondents indicates to prefer face-to-face meetings, while none prefer
working together via the computer (Table 30). This contact preference can be explained by human
nature and a balance should be found between face-to-face collaboration and collaboration via the
computer. Thus as a support tool for the KT&M process this balance should be taken into account.
TABLE 31: GENERAL QUESTION TO CR BUILDERS

Question to CR builders
Do you, in general, prefer face-to-face meetings over working together via
the computer?

Answer
Yes
No
85.71%

Indifferent

0.00%

14.29%

The second question concerns working on different devices. CR builders and CR maintainers are
asked if they would like to have the option to perform their tasks on different types of devices. The
goal of this question was to investigate the desire for different formats and interfaces of tools in
general, and specifically for the KT&M support tool. The results are displayed in Table 32 and show
the spread of answers. In the expert team meeting it is concluded this aspect is not important in
clinical practice. The expert team members indicate to be satisfied with a well-functioning tool on a
regular computer and no additional formats are needed.
TABLE 32: GENERAL QUESTION CONCERNING WORKING DEVICES

Would you like to be able to work on different devices, e.g. computer, laptop, tablet,
Smartphone?
A. Literature review
B. Building of CR
C. Maintenance of CR
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Yes
62.50%
66.67%
33.33%

No
37.50%
33.33%
66.67%

CHAPTER 6:

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In this last chapter an answer is given to the main research question: how can knowledge translation
and maintenance be improved via tool support for the traceability of data in ISs? Two sub questions
have been stated in Chapter 2. The first sub question about the current KT&M situation has been
answered in Chapter 3. The second sub question about support by an annotation tool has been
partially answered in Chapter 4 (requirements and stages) and 5 (validation of requirements), but
conclusions concerning requirements are drawn in this final chapter. Besides conclusions, this
chapter includes a section on recommendations, one on the research contribution of this thesis, and
one for suggestions about future research following on the results of this thesis.

6.1. CONCLUSIONS
Six stages of the CR process have been identified as suitable for tool support: (i) literature review;
(ii) building of CR; (iii) daily run; (iv) maintenance of CR; (v) consultations; and (vi) validations
(Figure 20). Based on the case study, the first four are identified as the most impressionable stages
and therefore these stages are used as research stages for the requirements’ validation. From the
performed validation different conclusions can be derived about usefulness of specific requirements
and different preferences of process actors. These requirements and preferences were grouped in
three categories (collaboration, artefacts (automation), and traceability) and in all three categories
valuable results are obtained (Chapter 5). In this chapter, conclusions are drawn about them.

FIGURE 20: HIGH LEVEL CR PROCESS AND SUPPORT STAGES IN GREEN

To start with collaboration, there is a willingness to cooperate during the four identified phases and,
in general, collaboration is believed to increase the efficiency of the execution of steps. Specifically
from the CR maintainers perspective the willingness to cooperate during maintenance is
unanimously present (Table 23); fortunately the end users are willing to help as well (>79%) (Table
26). On the other hand, collaboration is not wanted when the CR model is built in the CDSS due to
the personal ways of building/programming. In general, a quality increase is believed to be possible
if multiple process actors are involved in keeping the knowledge in the CRs up to date. To make this
collaboration possible, a well-designed infrastructure is needed.
With respect to artefacts, standardization is possible for several artefacts during the literature
review and building of CRs. Furthermore, automatic filling (due to annotation) is positively received
by all respondents and seen as specifically helpful during the CR building (Table 21). To make this
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automatic filling possible, the right,
right, useful ontology needs to be selected or designed for annotation.
Furthermore, engagements have to be made and kept in order to annotate the coorect and all the
needed knowledge. Standardization
tandardization and automation have the additional advantage of making it
possible to omit different repetitive steps, which results in more efficient ways of working.
The last category entails traceability and the respondents positively receive the provided
possibilities. Especially the link between artefacts and the resulting overview of used knowledge is
seen as very valuable (Figure
Figure 21).
). Furthermore, the end users indicate (easy to access) additional
information could increase the qualit
quality of their medication advice (64%) (Table
Table 30). With respect to
ease of use, the respondents answer the functionality of the support tool outweighs the user
experience. So it is important the tool adds
add additional functionality to the current way of working. In
this case, for instance, easier to access sources, linked artefacts, and overview documents of
collaborative efforts, like the annotated literature. Furthermore, there are diverse preferences for
tool settings and, in combination with the previous statement, this indicates software developers
have relative freedom in design and implementation. Nonetheless they have to keep in mind the
privacy sensitive patient information with which they are dealing
dealing during CR testing and usage. This
makes it for instance more difficult to work on handheld devices or use external storage.

FIGURE 21:: OVERVIEW GRAPH: EXAMPLE
EX
OF IMPLEMENTED TRACEABILITY (LINKED DATA IN GREEN)
GREE

Summarizing the previous
revious statements, Table 33 shows an overview of thee requirement list and how
important a requirement is judged in practice during the validation. Focus has been placed on the
practical requirements and itt is noteworthy that not all technical requirements have been validated
in practice. This decision is made due to (1) the wanted insight in practical requirements and (2) the
limited ability of CR process actors to answer questions about these technical details. However,
since they are derived from other research,
research, they should be considered as important as well.
Concluding and answering the research qeustion,
qeustion, KT&M can be improved via tool support which
assists collaboration in different ways,
ways enables artefact automation and digitalization
digitalization, and supports
the traceability of data in ISs via annotation.
annotation The whole CR process should be assisted, but the most
impressionable steps are the execution of the literature review, the building of the CR, the
maintenance of the CR, and the regular usage during the daily run.
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TABLE 33: OVERVIEW OF REQUIREMENTS VALIDATED IN PRACTICE

Support
category

Type of support

Important in practice?

Artefacts
(automation)
(Section 4.4)

Collaboration
(Section 4.3)

Practical:
1. Collaboration with similar and/or different process actors
2. Internal and external collaboration
3. Different ways of collaborating
4. Collaboration during different phases
Technical:
5. Integrated tool in workflow
6. User-centred design
Practical:
7. Automatic artefact filling
8. Tool-supported, digital artefacts
Technical:
9. Support for artefact evolution
10. Capability for heterogeneous artefact formats

Traceability
(Section 4.5)

Practical:
11. Links between artefacts
12. Annotations
13. Updates for certain changes/settings
Technical:
14. Standard format (e.g. OWL or RDF)
15. Ontology and tool support
16. Consistency of knowledge representation
17. Annotation storage
18. Compatibility with different devices and programs

Yes, both
Mixed response, but expert team
thinks it is important
Yes, different for different phases
Yes, mainly maintenance
Not validated
Not validated
Yes, but not building in CDSS
Possible and seen as useful
Needed
Needed
Yes, seen as useful
Yes, if easy and if annotations are
used in different ways
Yes, very useful for maintenance
Not validated
Not validated
Not validated
Not validated
No preference

6.2. RECOMMENDATIONS
The research goal of this project was to investigate how KT&M can be improved via tool support for
traceability of data in ISs. Via a case study and literature review, a combination of theoretical and
practical requirements was derived. To test the applicability of the requirements in a practical
situation, a validation was executed with different process actors in the CR context. From the results
of this thesis it can be concluded an annotation tool can increase the quality of knowledge in the CRs
and enhance the efficiency of different steps. It is therefore recommended to invest in enhancing the
traceability of knowledge via the development of an annotation tool.
This development should focus on enhancing collaboration during different stages, enabling artefact
automation and digitalization, and improving traceability of artefacts. One should start with
supporting the first stage of CR development, namely the literature review during which the
knowledge of articles is collected (Figure 9). If it is possible to annotate articles, computer-readable
artefacts can be produced, which form the basis for automating documentation and improving
traceability. Annotating in a collaborative fashion is preferred (Table 15), so this should be taken
into account.
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FIGURE 22: EXAMPLE OF ANNOTATED ARTICLE AND AUTOMATIC ARTEFACT PRODUCTION

It is important for CR process actors to see the functionality of the annotating tool (Source: Expert
Meeting August 27th, 2013). Therefore, it should be possible to use the annotations in multiple ways.
Examples of possible functionalities are automatically generated overview documents, other
documentation types, and models in CDSSs (Example in Figure 22).
Most useful would be a tool supporting the maintenance of knowledge (Source: Expert Meeting
August 27th, 2013). To be able to do this a full set of annotated artefacts is needed. It would be useful
to see the traces between different artefacts and the usage of elements in these artefacts. Thus first
the literature review and building of CRs should be supported. Next, the different process actors
should be involved in the maintenance process. Sharing the maintenance efforts will increase the
efficiency of KT&M, thereby increasing the quality of CRs. An example of how this could be
integrated in the CDSS is via a button to comment on or in an artefacts(visualized in Figure 23, or
showing the a traceability graph with the foundation of the CR.

FIGURE 23: EXAMPLE OF CR END USERS PROVIDING COMMENTS
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6.3. CONTRIBUTIONS
Summarizing, this study contributes to contemporary literature by investigating the requirements
for a tool that can support Knowledge Translation and Maintenance in the health care domain. This
project is an addition to current literature in the way that practical requirements are derived.
Furthermore, the work of Handschuh et al (2003) and Uren et al. (2006 ) is complemented with a
comprehensive list of practical and technical requirements. Since a validation of the derived
requirements is executed, the preferences from CR process actors are explored as well. Along these
lines the work provides an insight in the current working situation in hospitals with respect to
knowledge translation and maintenance.
Van Gorp et al (2012) have indicated the need for an annotation tool. They have stated several
technical requirements and this project shows a partial validation of these requirements in practice
with medical professionals. In addition, the practical results can be used complementary to the
already stated requirements in their work.
As stated before, Haines et al. (2004) have made an overview of possible barriers affecting effective
KT for a WHO bulletin, (Figure 3). This research project has shown a partial solution for the
categories ‘practice environment’ and ‘practitioner’. Limitations of time can be made less influential
by more efficient ways of working and practitioner’s obsolete knowledge can be assisted with
contemporary knowledge in the CDSS.

6.4. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
Based on this project, different options for future research arise. To start with, this research has
considered one hospital in the Netherlands and the number of respondents for the validation was
quite low (20 respondents). Therefore, research should be performed to generalize the obtained
results. For example, an extension is possible if this research is executed a second time for the
Santeon collaboration. Now the respond rate was low, but in one year, more people are actively
involved and a higher response rate is expected as well. So, initially this extension could be done
with multiple Dutch hospitals, but the questionnaires could also be used internationally. Currently,
there are initiatives to perform the validation of this project in a Chinese hospital.
Additionally, more research is needed to validate the technical details more extensively. From this
research no clear preference appeared, but if the sample size increases, a preference might be
present. Furthermore, emphasis has been put on the practical requirements and wishes, but more
research should be done on the technical possibilities and limitations. For instance, what are the
possibilities on artefact saving (internal vs. external) and what privacy issues should be taken into
account.
Thirdly, this research is based on two cases which are taken as basis to derive practical
requirements. These cases have specific process stakeholders, a similar organizational context, and
the same CDSS in place. Therefore, the obtained requirements have a narrow base for the derived
requirements. This might have skewed the results into one preferred direction. Future research
might extend the case study and investigate its effect on the derived requirements. For example,
different Santeon hospitals could be used as a case and different departments could be used.
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ABBREVIATIONS
Apo
BPMN
CDS
CDSS
CR
CZE
EMR
HIS
IC
ICU
IS
KT
KT&M
MDE
Phar
TU/e
WHO

Pharmacy (in Dutch: ‘Apotheek’)
Business Process Model and Notation
Clinical Decision Support
Clinical Decision Support System
Clinical Rule
Catharina Ziekenhuis Eindhoven (Hospital)
Electronic Medical Record
Health care Information System
Intensive Care
Intensive Care Unit
Information System
Knowledge Translation
Knowledge Translation and Maintenance
Model Driven Engineering
Pharmacy
Eindhoven University of Technology
World Health Organization
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A: PHARMACY CLINICAL RULES PROCESS
To gain an adequate understanding of the CR process at the pharmacy of the CZE, interviews and
observations are used to develop a process model (Appendix C). The CR process starts with an idea
and ends with the termination of a CR version. If the idea or execution of a CR becomes obsolete, i.e.
no longer needed, the process can be interrupted and ended with the deletion of a whole CR. The CR
process at the pharmacy consists of three high level phases: (i) the design phase, (ii) the test phase,
and (iii) the usage phase. This is visualized in Figure 24. In the rest of this chapter the different
phases are explained and discussed.

FIGURE 24: HIGH LEVEL CR PROCESS PHARMACY

1. DESIGN PHASE
The design phase is started (1) with an idea for a CR or (2) when it is time for a periodic review of
the CR. All ideas that arise are collected and stored in an Excel-file ‘CR overview document’. Priority
is given to these ideas and, when resources are available, the ideas are transformed into CRs. The
second start occurs when a CR needs to be reviewed, which is approximately every 2 or 3 years.
During a review the CR is completely checked, indicating the same steps as for a whole new CR are
executed. The timing for period reviews is also stored in the CR overview document.
The design phase consists of five steps, which are executed by different actors. Figure 25 displays
these steps and underneath the figure, each step is explained.
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FIGURE 25: STEPS IN DESIGN PHASE

Steps in the Design Phase:
i.

Execute literature review:

All literature concerning the topic of the CR
investigated. The relevant literature is selected
and stored. Specifically the focus is on medication
safety and literature related to the category the CR
is put in: (1) high risk process, (2) high risk patient
group, or (3) high risk drug. An Excel-file is made
with an overview of the relevant literature.
Executed by: a member of the research team.

ii.

Consult about content:

Discussion about the selected relevant literature.
The research team member presents the relevant
literature and the experts provide feedback.
Furthermore, they take decisions on the topics on
which the literature is indecisive (for example the
weight of included patients or the advised amount
of medication).
Executed by: hospital pharmacist(s), physician(s), and
a member of the research team.

iii.

Design query for data parameters: In this step, general queries are written that can be
used to extract the patient information needed for
the CR from the Electronic Medical Record (EMR),
which is for the CZE CS-EZIS, Chipsoft BV, Amsterdam.
Executed by: a member of the research team.

iv.

Build connection with Gaston:

To be able to run a CR, a connection with Gaston,
Medecs BV Amsterdam, has to be build.
Executed by: Medecs (Gaston infrastructure provider).

v.

Build Clinical Rule:

The actual development of the CR in Gaston, Medecs
BV Amsterdam. The information from the literature
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review and decisions from the consult are translated
into a Gaston flowchart with decision points and
advices.
Executed by: a member of the research team.

2. TEST PHASE
This phase commences when the CR is build. During the test phase, three types of validation are
performed and the CR is assessed on its fit within the policy of the CZE. The first two validation
types, technical validation and retrospective therapeutic validation, are executed in the sub-process
A. Validation, while the third validation type, prospective therapeutic validation, is executed in the
sub-process B. Limited usage for further validation. The high level steps of the Test Phase are
visualized by Figure 26.

FIGURE 26: HIGH LEVEL STEPS IN TEST PHASE

Steps A. Validation and B. Limited usage for further validation are collapsed sub-processes and they
are elaborately discussed in the next sections. However, before discussing the sub-processes, one
needs to pay attention to the second step Judgement w.r.t. Policy fit. This step is executed to evaluate
the CR at a policy level. Does the CR fit within the policy of the hospital? This evaluation needs to be
positive, otherwise the CR is not put into production and it needs to be adjusted. The policy
assessment is performed by the medicines committee (in Dutch: Geneesmiddelencommissie).
The expanded sub-process A. Validation is shown in Figure 27. One can see the two types of
validation: (1) Perform Technical validation and (2) Perform retrospective therapeutic validation.
Both validations are executed by a member of the research team. First the technical aspects of the
CR are assessed and the links to the data in the Electronic Medical Record are tested. Where needed,
improvements are made until the CR is technically valid. Then the retrospective therapeutic
validation is started. This validation encompasses the running of the CR on the database with
previously hospitalized patients to check the actual performance of the CR and its clinical relevance.
Central question during this step is: does the CR select the right patients and give the right advice?
The results of this validation step are input for the next step Consult about content. During this step
the expert team is consulted about intrinsic details and possible solutions are discussed. These
solutions are then used to adjust the CR. If there are no more adjustments needed, this sub-process
is ended and the CR version enters the next step.
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FIGURE 27: EXPANDED SUB-PROCESS A. VALIDATION

The second sub-process in the test phase is B. Limited usage for further validation and this subprocess started after the approval of the medicine committee. The first step is Limited introduction
of CR version, which entails putting the CR in production and use (Figure 28) This is currently done
by a member of the research team.

FIGURE 28: EXPANDED SUB-PROCESS B. LIMITED USAGE FOR FURTHER VALIDATION

After the introduction, the collapsed sub-processes in the ‘Limited usage of CR’ group are started.
The C. Daily run sub-process is expanded in Figure 29; the D. Prospective Therapeutic validation subprocess is expanded in Figure 30. As one can see in Figure 28, C. Daily run is a loop sub-process,
indicating the process is executed multiple times. The loop is ended, when message Alpha:
Sufficiently tested is received. This message is thrown after the execution of sub-process D.
Prospective Therapeutic validation. When both sub-processes have ended, the CR version leaves the
2. Test phase and enters the 3. Usage phase. However, before going to the third phase, the subprocesses C. Daily run and D. Prospective Therapeutic validation are described.
Daily at 12:30h each CR is run and for each CR the loop sub-process C. Daily run is started. The CR
shows alerts for untimely planned lab tests and possibly dangerously prescribed medication. These
alerts are judged by a hospital pharmacist in the step Judge Alerts, which is a multi-instance process
indicating all alerts of a run are judged. The hospital pharmacist decides on the relevance of each
alert and the next steps depend on the judgement of the alert. If the judgement is ‘relevant’ or ‘no
adjustment’, then both the loop sub-process Inform physician is started, indicating for each alert an
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advice is given by the hospital pharmacist (Judge advice), and the physician can either choose to
Follow advice or Do not follow advice depending on the relevance of the advice for the patient and
the adjustment of the treatment of the patient. For all alerts, Categorize alert is performed.
Categorize alert is performed by the hospital pharmacist and indicates the placement of an alert in a
category:
•
•
•
•

‘incorrect’: the alert is not correctly generated, it is technically incorrect,
‘irrelevant’: the alert is not relevant for this patient,
‘intervention’: the alert is relevant for the patient and leads to an adjustment, or
‘no adjustment’: the alert is relevant for the patient, but does not lead to an adjustment
because of patient specific circumstances.

After the categorization of all alerts, a message is send to indicate the alerts are categorized and can
be evaluated.

FIGURE 29: EXPANDED SUB-PROCESS C. DAILY RUN

The sub-process D. Prospective Therapeutic validation is started by the categorization of alerts. First
the alerts are collected and once a sufficient amount of categorized alerts is collected (Collect data),
a prospective therapeutic validation is performed. Perform prospective therapeutic validation
consists of validating the CR with currently hospitalized patients. A member of the research team
looks at the generated alerts and their classification. From this he/she derives adjustments that
need to be made to the CR, which need to be discussed or are immediately implemented. The
consultation (Consult technical and practical issues) is with the expert team and mainly concerns
practical, workflow-related and content-related issues.

FIGURE 30: EXPANDED SUB-PROCESS D. PROSPECTIVE THERAPEUTIC VALIDATION
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3. USAGE PHASE
After successfully completing the Test Phase, the CR version enters the Usage Phase (Figure 31). The
first check in the sub-process is to see if the CR version currently flowing through the process has an
older version which is currently in use. If this is the case, this old CR version has to be excluded from
usage. This is done via the message End usage processes, which terminates the sub-processes C. Daily
Run; D. Prospective Therapeutic validation; and E. Handle Alert categorization.

FIGURE 31: HIGH LEVEL EXPANDED SUB-PROCESS USAGE PHASE

After sending this message and if there is no version in use, the step Introduction of CR version is
executed. This entails putting the CR in production and use and, similar to the limited usage, this is
currently done by a member of the research team. Next four processes are started in parallel:
i.

C. Daily Run:

ii.

D. Prospective Therapeutic validation:

iii.

E. Handle Alert categorization:

This sub-process is similar to the Daily Run
in the Test phase, which is visualized in
Figure 29 and described above.
Different is the termination of the sub-process,
which in the Usage Phase is caused by the
introduction of a new CR version.
Also this phase is similar to the one of the
Test Phase (Figure 30). Different is the looping
behavior which indicates, the prospective
therapeutic validation is executed multiple
times during the life-time of a CR version.
This collapsed sub-process is triggered by the
message send from the sub-process C. Daily
Run. The expanded version is visualized in
Figure 32. ‘Irrelevant’ and ‘Incorrect’ alerts are
collected to see if the CR functions correctly. If
it is decided that the categorization of the
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iv.

alerts is valid and the CR needs to be adjusted,
first the step Consult about technical aspects is
performed and the research team discusses
solutions. If the content of the CR needs to
be reassessed or changed, then Consult
about content aspects is executed. This subprocess ends either in the adjustment of the
CR (Adjust CR) or the decision not to adjust
the CR, but possibly implement therapeutic
adjustments, like the training of the
hospital pharmacists or a news letter to the
physicians (CR not adjusted; Possibly
therapeutic adjustments).
This indicates a token is put in this instance
and that a timer triggers the period review.
Currently, the research team executes a
large review of a CR each 2 or 3 years.

Time for periodical review:

FIGURE 32: EXPANDED SUB-PROCESS E. HANDLE ALERT CATEGORIZATION

During the CR process different validations are performed at the pharmacy. An overview is given in
Table 34.
TABLE 34: OVERVIEW OF PERFORMED VALIDATIONS

Phase
Type of
Validation
Focus:

2. Test phase
Retrospective
Technical
Technical details

Retrospective
Therapeutic
Clinical relevance
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Prospective
Therapeutic
Right alerts at right
moment

3. Usage phase
Prospective
Therapeutic
Right alerts at right
moments

APPENDIX B: INTENSIVE CARE UNIT CLINICAL RULES PROCESS
To gain an adequate understanding of the CR process at the Intensive Care Unit (ICU) of the CZE,
interviews and observations are used to develop a process model. The CR process starts with an
idea and ends with the termination of a CR version. If the idea or execution of a CR becomes
obsolete, the process can be interrupted and ended with the deletion of the whole CR. The CR
process at the ICU consists of four high level phases of which the first three contain sub processes:
(i) the design phase, (ii) the test phase, (iii) the usage phase, and (iv) the termination of a CR
version. This is visualized in Figure 33. In the rest of this chapter the different phases are explained
and discussed.

FIGURE 33: HIGH LEVEL CR PROCESS AT ICU

1. DESIGN PHASE

FIGURE 34: HIGH LEVEL STEPS IN DESIGN PHASE

The design phase is started (1) with an idea for a CR or (2) when it is time for large maintenance of
the CR. This maintenance is currently not scheduled on a periodical basis. The Design phase consists
of four steps, which are executed by either the intensivist or by Medecs, the Gaston infrastructure
provider. The steps in the Design phase are (Figure 34):
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i.

ii.

iii.
iv.

Execute literature review which entails the search for relevant, contemporary literature
concerning the topic of the CR. This step is executed by the intensivist, who designs the
CR.
Design query for data parameters which indicates the writing of general queries to
extract patient information needed for the CR from the EMR. This step and the next step
are only executed when the queries have not been written before.
Build connection with Gaston is the step executed by Medecs and it means that a
connection with Gaston is made, so the right data can be used in the CR.
Build Clinical Rule is the last step of this phase and it consists of the modelling, or
building, of the CR in Gaston, Medecs BV Amsterdam. The information from the
literature review is translated into a Gaston flowchart with decision points and advices.
This step is executed by the intensivist.

2. TEST PHASE
The Test phase starts after the CR has been designed and built in Gaston, Medecs BV Amsterdam.
This phase consists of the A. Validation and this sub-process entails two types of validation, a
consult about the content of the CR and a step to make adjustments to the CR. This is visualized in
respectively Figure 35 and Figure 36.

FIGURE 35: HIGH LEVEL STEP IN TEST PHASE

The first validation in the A. Validation sub-process is a technical validation and concerns the
technical details of the CR; the second validation is a short therapeutic validation performed on the
database of patients and it focuses on the correctness of the alerts and advice for the correctly
selected patients. These validations are performed by the intensivist. After the validations, a consult
is held with intensivists and domain expert(s) about the content of the CR. Where needed
adjustments are made.
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FIGURE 36: STEPS IN SUB-PROCESS VALIDATION

3. USAGE PHASE
The next phase is 3. Usage phase and this concerns the introduction of the CR (version) and its
regular usage to improve the quality of care (Figure 37). When the CR is introduced and a previous
version is in use, this old version of the CR is stopped before introducing the new version. After the
introduction, the sub-process B. Regular Run is started and when needed the review of a CR is
started. This need can arise after feedback or identified updates of the knowledge the CR is based
on.

FIGURE 37: HIGH LEVEL STEPS IN USAGE PHASE

Sub-process B. Regular Run shows the usual and repeated way of working of the CR (Figure 38).
During a regular run, the CR is used by intensivists or ICU nurses to obtain support. First the needed
information is imported in the CR (Provide information in CR) and then the advice that is provided
by the CR is assessed (Judge advice). The medical professional can decide to follow the advice or to
ignore it based on the patient‘s situation. Furthermore, minor changes are made to the CR based on
feedback from the CR users (Updating of CR). This feedback is provided orally to the intensivist who
has built the CR and who maintains the CR. During both the Regular Run and the Updating of CR a
message can be send to start a periodic review. This message is triggered by for instance a major
update in literature or practice.
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FIGURE 38: EXPANDED SUB-PROCESS B. REGULAR RUN

If a new CR version is available the old version is outdated and replaced by the more contemporary
version. This is for example very important for the antibiotics CR. The antibiotics advice changes
very often and differs per region due to the evolvement of bacteria. This has to be incorporated in
the CR and therefore periodic maintenance is very important in this care. The signal for a
replacement is given in the usage phase and the termination happens in 4. Terminate CR (version).
Furthermore, this whole process can be interrupted at any moment if the CR is decided to be
obsolete.
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APPENDIX C: FLOWCHARTS
APPENDIX C1: FLOWCHART HOSPITAL PHARMACY
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APPENDIX C2: FLOWCHART INTENSIVE CARE UNIT
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APPENDIX F: RESULTS OF VALIDATION
APPENDIX F1: LITERATURE REVIEW
Questions Collaboration

Answer

With whom from your hospital would you like to collaborate
on selecting the sources for the Clinical Rule?

CR
builders

With whom from other hospitals would you like to
collaborate on selecting the sources?

CR
builders

CR end
users

Both

None

42,86%
Yes

14,29%

28,57%
No

14,29%

Do you think that working together will increase the
efficiency of the literature review?

14,29%

CR end
users

14,29%

Both

None

71,43%

85,71%

Questions Documentation

14,29%

Answer

Yes
No
Do you think many documents (e.g. “Documentatie.doc” and
“Afhandelingsprotocol.doc”) produced during the literature
57,14%
review step have similar content for all Clinical Rules?
Yes
No
Would you like a new document to be partially filled with
71,43%
information from the literature review?
No
Do you think a pre-filled document would increase the efficiency of Yes
100,00%
the clinical rule process?

Questions Traceability

42,86%
28,57%
0,00%

Answer

Once you have selected an article, you can annotate it.
Would you prefer annotating in the web browser or
would you like to have it stored on your computer??
When would you like to be informed of other people’s
annotations?
How would you like to view other people’s annotations
for one document?
Would you like to view other people’s annotations for a
certain Clinical Rule
Would you like to be able to adjust the above mentioned
settings?

Nr.
D
E
C
B
A
F

0,00%

Statement
The added value of the automatically filled documents.
The ease with which to see how sources are used.
The annotation program is easy to use.
Annotating is no additional work.
The annotating is integrated in workflow.
Own suggestion: All comments are documented in the
same way, so it is easy to access data
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Web browser
14,29%
Immediately
14,29%

Stored
document
42,86%
Periodically
42,86%

Annotated document
itself

No
preference
42,86%
Other way:
42,86%

Overview document

71,43%
1 Article,
1 person

0,00%

1 Article, all
people

14,29%

28,57%
1 CR, 1
person

0,00%

1 CR, all
people

85,71%

Yes

No

85,71%

14,29%

Points from questionnaire
1,5,4,4,1,2,1  18
5,1,1,5,4,1,2  19
4,4,2,2,2,4,3  21
2,3,3,3,3,6,5  25
3,2,5,1,5,5,4  25
33

Ranking
1
2
3
4
5
6

APPENDIX F2: BUILDING OF CR
Questions Collaboration

Answer

With whom from your hospital would you like to collaborate
on building the Clinical Rule model in Gaston?

CR
builders
48,00%
CR
builders
0,00%
Yes

With whom from other hospitals would you like to
collaborate on building the Clinical Rule model in Gaston?
Do you think that working together will increase the
efficiency of the literature review?

CR end
users
16,00%
CR end
users
20,00%

Statement
Provide comments on each other’s work
Build different parts of the model
On content of the CR
Learn from experienced users

None

16,00%
Both

20,00%
None

40,00%
No

40,00%

66,67%

Reasons in favor or against internal collaboration
I
easier – difficult
Ii
faster-slower
Iii quality increase - decrease

Nr.
A
B
C
D

Both

33,33%

Yes
Xx
Xxx
Xxxx

Points from questionnaire
1,1,1,1,2,1
7
2,2,2,2,3,3
14
1
1
2
2

Questions Documentation

Answer

Would you like a new Clinical Rule Gaston Model to be partially pre-filled with
building blocks based on the information from the literature review?
Do you think a partially pre-filled CR model would increase the efficiency of the
clinical rule process?

Yes
100,00%
Yes
100,00%

Questions Traceability

Answer

Do you think the automatic filling will make the building of CRs easier?

Yes
100,00%
Yes
100,00%
Yes
83,33%

Do you think the traceability will make the building of CRs easier?
Do you think links with the original sources will improve the quality of the CR?
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No
Xx
X
X

Ranking
1
2
3
4

No
0,00%
No
0,00%

No
0,00%
No
0,00%
No
16,67%

APPENDIX F3: MAINTENANCE OF CR
Questions Collaboration

Answer

With whom from your hospital would you like to
collaborate on keeping the information used in the
Clinical Rule up to date?
Would you like to collaborate with people from other
hospitals to maintain the CRs?
With whom from other hospitals would you like to
collaborate on keeping the information used in the
Clinical Rule up to date?
Do you think that working together will increase the
efficiency of the literature review?
What is your opinion about the feedback from CR end
users, like hospital pharmacists and physicians?

CR maintainers
66,67%
Yes

Do you think CR end users could help in the
maintenance process?

CR maintainers
66,67%
Yes
Very
useful
66,67%
Yes

CR
builders
50,00%
83,33%
CR
builders
50,00%
83,33%
Sometim
es useful
33,33%

CR end
users
100,00%
No
CR end
users
66,67%
No
Often not
useful
0,00%
No

Combination
66,67%
16,67%
Combination
80,00%
16,67%
Not
useful
0,00%

100,00%

Questions Documentation

Answer

Do you think being informed about changes in your
sources will increase the quality of a CR?
When would you like to be informed of an update of
your sources?
How would you like to receive updates of sources?

Yes

How would you like to receive updates of sources?

No
83,33%
16,67%
Immediately
Periodically
Other way
33,33%
50,00%
16,67%
E-mail
DocuNote when Webment
program
site
opens
33,33%
33,33%
33,33%
0,00%
Every update
All updates
All updates
separately
of one CR
of all CRs
16,67%

Would you like to be able to adjust the above mentioned
settings?

0,00%

Yes

50,00%
No

83,33%

16,67%

Questions Traceability

Answer

Do you think the overview graph showing the effect of an updated source will
make the updating of the CR easier?
Do you think the overview graph showing the effect of an updated source will
make the updating of the CR easier?
Do you think the traces between the documents and sources will increase the
efficiency of the clinical rule maintenance process?

Yes
100,00%
Yes
83,33%
Yes
100,00%
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33,33%

No
0,00%
No
16,67%
No
0,00%

APPENDIX F4: USAGE OF CR
Questions Collaboration

Answer

Would you like to participate in keeping the information used in the Clinical
Rule up to date?
Are you willing to suggest updates for a Clinical Rule if this is integrated in
the Clinical Decision Support System (in the CZE: Gaston), for example like
shown in the movie?
Are you willing to suggest updates for the Clinical Rules?

Yes
78,57%
Yes

No
21,43%
No

85,71%
Yes
92,86%

14,29%
No
7,14%

How would you like to participate?
Nr.
D
C
A
B

Statement
Suggest updates for Clinical Rules when you read them
or hear about them
Join a meeting about the content of one Clinical Rule
when needed
Join regular meetings about the content of Clinical
Rules
Join regular meetings about one Clinical Rule

Points from questionnaire
2,2,1,2,1,1,2,2,3 (9)

Ranking
1

1,1,2,1,1,2 (6)

2

1,3,4,1,4,1,4,1 (8)

3

4,3,3,1 (4)

4

Questions Documentation

Answer

Would you like more information about why a certain advice is given by the
Clinical Rules?

Yes
85,71%

No
14,29%

What type(s) of additional information would you like?
Nr.
E

Statement
Overview graph of evidence, which highlights all
documents on which the advice is based

Points from questionnaire
Xxxxxxx (7)

Ranking
1

C

Link to original source with the used parts highlighted
(or in some other way easy to spot)

Xxxxx (5)

2

D

Xxxx (4)

3

A

More extended End User Manual (in the CZE:
‘Afhandelingsprotocol’)
Better visual source of information

Xxx (3)

4

B

Link to original source

Xx (2)

5

F

Conform table riscio-analyse op de G-standaard. This
gives a short summary with the original source next to
it.
At initiation of CR: more information about content
and background info and sourcing
Explanation of policy followed by CR

X (1)

6

X (1)

6

X (1)

6

G
H
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Questions Traceability

Answer

Do you think the overview graph showing how the advice is generated will
make it easier for you to see why the advice is given and why it is
applicable for this patient?
Do you think the traces between the advice and its documents and sources
will increase the efficiency of you handling the clinical rule alerts?
Do you think the traces between the advice and its documents and sources
will increase the quality of handling the alerts of the clinical rules?
Do you think the traces between the advice and its documents and sources
will increase the quality of the maintaining the clinical rules?

Yes

Would you like to be able to work on the literature review on different devices,
e.g. computer, laptop, tablet, Smartphone?
A. Literature review
B. Building of CR
C. Maintenance of CR
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No
78,57%

Yes

21,43%
No

71,43%
Yes

28,57%
No

64,29%
Yes
No
71,43%

35,71%
No
opinion

7,14%

Yes
62,50%
66,67%
33,33%

21,34%

No
37,50%
33,33%
66,67%

APPENDIX G: MANUSCRIPT MOVIES & SCREENSHOTS
STAGE 1: LITERATURE REVIEW
This short movie is part of my graduation project and it is one of four example movies. Each movie will
show several possible support options of a tool during the clinical rule process. This first example will
focus on the first step of the clinical rule process: the literature review. During this step the needed
background information and knowledge to build a CR is searched and collected.
This information can be found in books, but also on the internet. Here Google scholar is used to search
information for a CR concerning stomach protection. Several sources are found and one is selected as
example. One can chose to open the article in the browser or to download and store the article locally.
When one has selected a source of knowledge, in this case an article, one has to read it to find the
relevant information. During this reading one can also immediately annotate the articles. Annotating
means the selecting and marking of data to give it a certain function. A combination of functions is
called an ontology. Here you see an example with medical terms. While reading the selected article you
can annotate it and give a function to the text, so for example, select the authors and give them the
function ‘author’. But also to indicate the strength of the evidence, you can select the type of study.
Ontologies can be very broad, but also very specific, with for example, specific symptoms.
The third part is about collaboration. You can namely perform a literature review with multiple people
and comment on each other’s work. Hear you see an article annotated by CRB1 and checked by CRB2,
who agrees with the annotations. However, CRB3 indicates to have read an article with other
information about the critical age, so here a discussion has to be started and a decision has to be made.
Collaboration and commenting can take place on all knowledge sources. These different comments can
be collected together in one document, but also updates can be provided individually, for instance, via
e-mail.
This support results in:
•
•

•

Intelligent document: because of the annotating, the documents are highlighted and given
computer-readable functions
These intelligent documents can be used to automatically generate an overview of sources and
comments; automatically filled templates, so pre-filled documents you only have to adjust and
approve. This can be also be done with the model in Gaston.
Furthermore, the articles and the data in them can be followed during their usage in the CR
process.
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SCREENSHOTS LITERATURE REVIEW MOVIE

1. Regular search for literature

2. Open ontology and annotate article

3. Collaborate in artefact: comment and annotate

4. Overview of effect of annotation tool support
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STAGE 2: BUILDING OF CLINICAL RULE
This short movie is part of my graduation project and it is one of four example movies. Each movie will
show several possible support options of a tool during the clinical rules process. This second example
will focus on the second step of the clinical rule process: the building of Clinical Rules in the Clinical
Decision Support System Gaston, developed by Medecs. During this step the information and knowledge
obtained during the literature review are used to build a model in Gaston.
Lets look at the example of the Clinical Rule about stomach protection. The annotated information
from the literature review can be used to automatically insert building blocks based on the annotation
functions. If one selects a building block, the sources on which it is based are shown. Furthermore,
background information can be displayed, like the strength of the research and the annotator.
The information is linked to the original source and can be opened at once for more information. With
this support the basic building blocks are added to the model and the Clinical Rule builder has to adjust
and compile the information in the right way to make a correct Clinical Rule.

STAGE 3: MAINTENANCE OF CLINICAL RULE
This short movie is part of my graduation project and it is one of four example movies. Each movie will
show several possible support options of a tool during the clinical rule process. This third example will
focus on the maintenance of Clinical Rules. During this step the information and knowledge is kept up
to date.
Because of the annotation, it is possible to show updates of sources automatically. You can receive
these updates in several ways: e-mail, overview document and note are a few of the options that can
make you aware of a change in a source document.
The second important aspect is which types of updates to receive. There are several CRs in place, so
would you like to receive updates from them individually or combined? And when would you like to
receive these updates? Immediately, or periodically?
Let’s visualize this with an example: the CR for stomach protection. In a certain way you receive an
update. So let’s see the effect of the change in source information. You see an overview graph with the
different sources and where the information is used in subsequent documents. Information from the
red source has changed and this affects the subsequent artefacts. If we focus on the literature review,
one can see the changed source and what has changed: namely the critical age. Due to the tracing of
the sources, one can easily see which elements are affected and need to be updated.
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SCREENSHOTS BUILDING OF CR MOVIE

1. Insert annotated data in CDSS

2. See pre-filled CDSS with annotations and adjust them

3. Zoom in on data to understand its details and sources

4. Open source directly to inspect the data
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SCREENSHOTS MAINTENANCE OF CR MOVIE

1. Ways to be informed about knowledge change

2. Which types of updates to receive

3. See the effect of changed data for the whole CR

4. Zoom in on specific effect in source document
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STAGE 4: USAGE OF CLINICAL RULE
This short movie is part of my graduation project and it is one of four example movies. Each movie will
show several possible support options of a tool during the clinical rules process. This fourth example
will focus on the usage of Clinical Rules. During this step the Clinical Rules are used in daily practice to
monitor the medication prescription and enhance the quality of care.
Lets start with an example of the regular usage.
One starts with opening the Clinical Decision Support System Gaston. To see all the alerts generated by
the Clinical Rule system during the last week, one presses the button last week. Now you see the alerts
generated for the hospitalized patients by all the Clinical Rules in use. Each row represents an alert for
one patient and in the bottom one can read the alert, see the patient information and the suggested
advice.
Lets focus on one alert and see its details.
In the bottom all the information is provided. One can read the alert and see the integrated patient
information. Also the suggested advice of the CR is presented.
To confirm the findings of the Clinical Rule, the Clinical Rule End user might want to check the patient
information in the patient’s Electronic Medical Record. This is visualized here.
If the end user sees the correct patient information is used, he or she has to judge the advice. The
question might arise: Why is this advice given? Pressing on the source of the advice will show an
overview graph of the evidence. Here you can see in which document the source has been used as
evidence. The original source is presented in green and in this case is an Expert meeting. Pressing on
the Expert meeting presents the minutes of the meeting during which a decision has been made. Here
the end user can read the basis for the advice.
After judging the advice the end user has to write down what will be done with the alert. Will the
medication of the patient be adjusted or not? And why?
The end user might want to comment on the advice generated by the Clinical Rule. This is possible by
pressing the Comment button. Here the end user can see the overview graph of the evidence and add
comments to it. Does he or she agree or not? And why? Furthermore, suggestions can be given to
update the sources in the knowledge base of the Clinical Rule.
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SCREENSHOTS LITERATURE REVIEW MOVIE

1. Alert generated by CR

2. Foundation of alert (in green)

3. Specific details of reason for alert

4. Option to comment on source and give advice
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APPENDIX H:

ARTEFACTS

APPENDIX H1: Overview of Pharmacy CR Artefacts and their influence on each other (X is influence)
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APPENDIX H2: Overview of the CR pharmacy artefacts and the process steps in which they are involved (Design phase)
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APPENDIX H3: Overview of the CR pharmacy artefacts and the process steps in which they are involved (Test phase)
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APPENDIX H4: Overview of the CR pharmacy artefacts and the process steps in which they are involved (Usage phase)
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Appendix I: Questionnaires
TU/E & CZE

Questionnaire
Clinical Rule Process
Graduation Project

August 2013
A..A.C. Suntjens

Introduction
Beste deelnemer,
Hartelijk dank voor uw tijd en moeite om deel te nemen aan mijn afstudeerproject. Aan de hand van vier
vragenlijsten wil ik meer inzicht krijgen in mogelijke verbeteringen en ondersteuningen van het Clinical Rule
(CR) proces en de kennis die hierin gebruikt wordt. Het CR proces bestaat uit 4 fases: (i) het ontwerpen van de
CR (‘Design phase’); (ii) het testen van de CR (‘Test Phase’); (iii) het gebruiken van de CR (‘Usage Phase’); en (iv)
het verwijderen van de CR (‘Terminate CR’). Dit is visueel weergegeven in Figuur 1.

Figuur 1: Overzicht Clinical Rule proces (CR proces)

Tijdens de verschillende fases worden verschillende stappen uitgevoerd. Elke vragenlijst gaat over één stap.
Deze stappen zijn:
1) Het uitvoeren van een literatuur onderzoek (‘Literature review’): Tijdens deze stap wordt de benodigde
informatie over het onderwerp van de CR verzameld om de CR te kunnen bouwen. Deze stap vindt
plaats tijdens de ontwerpfase (‘Design Phase) en wordt uitgevoerd door het onderzoeksteam;
2) Het bouwen van de CR (‘Build CR’): Tijdens deze stap wordt de CR als model gebouwd in Gaston. Deze
stap vindt plaats tijdens de ontwerpfase (‘Design Phase) en wordt uitgevoerd door het
onderzoeksteam;
3) Het gebruiken van een CR (‘Usage CR’): Tijdens deze stap wordt de CR gebruikt in de praktijk en wordt de
CR gebruikt om de medicatie van patiënten te controleren via meldingen. Deze stap vindt plaats
tijdens de gebruiksfase (‘Usage Phase’) en wordt uitgevoerd door CR gebruikers, zoals
ziekenhuisapothekers en artsen;
4) Het onderhouden van de CR (‘Maintain CR’): Tijdens deze stap wordt de CR onderhouden. Dit betekent dat
de informatie in de CR up to date gehouden wordt en er voor gezorgd wordt dat de CR naar behoren
werkt. Deze stap vindt plaats tijdens de gebruiksfase (‘Usage Phase’) en wordt uitgevoerd door het
onderzoeksteam.
U bent betrokken bij het CR proces en afhankelijk van uw betrokkenheid krijgt u zo de bijbehorende film(s) en
vragenlijst(en) te zien. Bekijkt u eerst de film en gebruikt u deze ter illustratie bij de beant woording van de
vragen. Uw eerlijke mening is van belang, dus schroom niet om uw mening te geven. Door het internationale
karakter van mijn opleiding zijn de vragenlijsten in het Engels opgeschreven. Mocht u een vraag niet begrijpen,
geeft u dit dan direct aan.
Mocht er verder iets onduidelijk zijn, dan hoor ik het graag.
Nogmaals bedankt voor uw medewerking!
Anouk Suntjens
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Start by filling in these general questions.

General Questions
Fill in this form by putting your answers on the dots.
1.

Function/Role in hospital:

.........................................................................................................

2.

Role in CR process:

CR Builder – CR Maintainer – CR User – CR reviewer

(if you are not sure, please look in table 1 below for the tasks per role, or ask me)
3.

Age:

........

4.

Years of experience in CR process:

......... years

Table 1: Roles in CR process and their tasks

Main Tasks

Example Movie

CR Builder

Perform literature review; Build CR; Validate CR

1&2

CR Maintainer

Check for regular updates; Perform minor changes in CR

1&2&3

CR User

Work with CR in practice: judge advice; categorize advice; adjust treatment
of patient

4

CR Reviewer

Check the content of the CR; Check the policy fit of the CR

---

Please turn the page for your next questionnaire.
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Questionnaire Example 1
Literature Review

This questionnaire concerns the step ‘literature review’. Please follow the steps below.

Steps:
1) Watch the movie “Example 1 - Literature review”.
2) Fill in this questionnaire about the literature review. Unless stated otherwise: circle 1 answer.
Use the movie as example for the possibilities, but realize other options and additions are possible.

The first questions concern collaboration:
1.

2.

3.

With whom from your hospital would you like to collaborate on selecting the sources for the Clinical Rule?
a. (Other) Clinical rule builders
b. Clinical rule end users
c. Both
d. None
Would you like to collaborate with people from other hospitals for the literature review?
a. Yes (go to question 3)
b. No (go to question 4)
With whom from other hospitals would you like to collaborate on selecting the sources? (Answer only if you
answered ‘yes’ on question 2)
a. (Other) Clinical rule builders
b. Clinical rule end users
c. Both
Role
CR Builder
CR User

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Main tasks
Perform literature review; Build CR; Validate CR
Work with CR in practice: judge advice; categorize advice; adjust treatment of patient

Do you, in general, prefer face-to-face meetings over working together via the computer?
a. Yes
b. No
c. Indifferent (no preference)
Do you think that working together will increase the efficiency of the literature review?
a. Yes
b. No

Do you think many documents (e.g. “Documentatie.doc” and “Afhandelingsprotocol.doc”) produced during
the literature review step have similar content for all Clinical Rules?
a. Yes
b. No
Would you like a new document to be partially filled with information from the literature review?
a. Yes, because ……………………………………………………………………………………………………..
b. No, because ………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Do you think a pre-filled document would increase the efficiency of the clinical rule process?
a. Yes, because ……………………………………………………………………………………………………..
b. No, because ………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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To make sure the concept of annotating is understood correctly the definition of the concept is provided here.
Annotation is the selecting and marking of data, which gives this data a function and places it in a certain
category. For example: “Aspirin” is a type of medication, so it can be selected and marked as “medication”.

The next questions concern annotation and traceability:
9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Once you have selected an article, you can annotate it. Would you prefer annotating in the web browser or
would you like to have it stored on your computer?
a. Annotating in web browser
b. Annotating in stored document
c. No preference
When would you like to be informed of other people’s annotations?
a. Immediately
b. Periodically (for example, one time per week)
c. In another way: ……..
How would you like to view other people’s annotations for one document?
a. In the annotated document itself showing all annotations and comments
b. In an overview document showing only the annotated parts of a document and comments
Would you like to view other people’s annotations for a certain Clinical Rule:
a. Per article per person
b. Per article for all people who have done the annotating and commenting
c. Per Clinical Rule per person
d. Per Clinical Rule for all people who have done the annotating and commenting
Would you like to be able to adjust the above mentioned settings (questions 10-12)?
a. Yes
b. No
What would trigger you to use annotations? Put these in order and place the most important one first.
..... - ......- ..... - ......- ..... - ......- ......
A. The annotating is integrated in the workflow.
B. Annotating is no additional work.
C. The annotation program is easy to use.
D. The added value of the automatically filled documents.
E. The ease with which to see how sources (e.g. articles) are used (tracing sources).
F. Other, namely ........................................................................................................................
G. Other, namely ........................................................................................................................
Would you like to be able to work on the literature review on different devices, e.g. computer, laptop,
tablet, Smartphone?
a. Yes
b. No

Please state any comments on the first movie and/or this questionnaire here:
...................................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................................
Please turn the page.
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Questionnaire Example 2
Building of Clinical Rule

This questionnaire concerns the step ‘Building of Clinical Rule’. Please follow the steps below.

Steps:
1) Watch the movie “Example 2 – Building of Clinical Rule”.
2) Fill in this questionnaire about the building. Unless stated otherwise: circle 1 answer.
Use the movie as example for the possibilities, but realize other options and additions are possible.

The first questions concern collaboration:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Would you like to work together on the building of one Clinical Rule model in Gaston?
a. Yes, because:
i. It makes the building easier
ii. It makes the building faster
iii. It increases the quality
iv. Other: ………………………………………………………………………..(go to question 2)
b. No, because:
i. It makes the building more difficult
ii. It makes the building slower
iii. It decreases the quality
iv. Other: ………………………………………………………………………..(go to question 5)
With whom from your hospital would you like to collaborate on building the Clinical Rule model in Gaston?
(Only if you answered ‘yes’ on question 1)
a. (Other) Clinical rule builders
b. Clinical rule end users
c. Both
Would you like to collaborate with people from other hospitals?
(Only if you answered ‘yes’ on question 1)
a. Yes (go to question 4)
b. No (go to question 5)
With whom from other hospitals would you like to collaborate on building the Clinical Rule model in
Gaston? (Only if you answered ‘yes’ on question 3)
a. (Other) Clinical rule builders
b. Clinical rule end users
c. Both
Role
CR Builder
CR User

Main tasks
Perform literature review; Build CR; Validate CR
Work with CR in practice: judge advice; categorize advice; adjust treatment of patient

Please turn the page.
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5.

6.

Do you think that working together on the same model will increase the efficiency of the Clinical Rule
building?
a. Yes
b. No
If you would have to work together, how would you like to work together? Put these in order and place the
most important one first.
..... - ......- ..... - ......
A. Provide comments on each other’s work
B. Build different parts of the model
C. Other, namely ..................................................................................................................................
D. Other, namely ..................................................................................................................................

The next questions concern documentation:
7.

Would you like a new Clinical Rule Gaston Model to be partially pre-filled with building blocks based on the
information from the literature review?
a. Yes, because ……………………………………………………………………………………………………..
b. No, because ………………………………………………………………………………………………………
8. Do you think a partially pre-filled CR model would increase the efficiency of the clinical rule process?
a. Yes, because ……………………………………………………………………………………………………..
b. No, because ………………………………………………………………………………………………………
9. Would you like to be able to work on the building of the CR on different devices, e.g. computer, laptop,
tablet, Smartphone?
a. Yes
b. No

The next questions concern traceability:
10. Do you think the automatic filling will make the building of CRs easier?
a. Yes, because ……………………………………………………………………………………………………..
b. No, because ………………………………………………………………………………………………………
11. Do you think the traceability will make the building of CRs easier?
a. Yes
b. No
12. Do you think links with the original sources will improve the quality of the CR?
a. Yes
b. No

Please state any comments on the second movie and/or the questionnaire here:
...................................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................................
Please turn the page.
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Questionnaire Example 3
Maintenance of Clinical Rule
This questionnaire concerns the step ‘Maintenance of Clinical Rule’. Please follow the steps below.

Steps:
1) Watch the movie “Example 3 – Maintenance of Clinical Rule”.
2) Fill in this questionnaire about the maintenance. Unless stated otherwise: circle 1 answer.
Use the movie as example for the possibilities, but realize other options and additions are possible.

The first questions concern collaboration:
1.

2.

3.

With whom from your hospital would you like to collaborate on keeping the information used in the Clinical
Rule up to date? (Circle one or more answers)
a. (Other) Clinical rule maintainers
b. Clinical rule builders
c. Clinical rule end users
Would you like to collaborate with people from other hospitals to maintain the CRs?
a. Yes (go to question 3)
b. No (go to question 4)
With whom from other hospitals would you like to collaborate on selecting the sources? (Only if you
answered ‘yes’ on question 2) (Circle one or more answers)
a. (Other) Clinical rule maintainers
b. Clinical rule builders
c. Clinical rule end users
Role
CR Maintainer
CR Builder
CR User

4.

5.

6.

Main tasks
Check for regular updates; Perform minor changes in CR
Perform literature review; Build CR; Validate CR
Work with CR in practice: judge advice; categorize advice; adjust treatment of patient

Do you think working together on maintaining the CR will increase the efficiency of the maintenance
process?
a. Yes
b. No
What is your opinion about the feedback from CR end users, like hospital pharmacists and physicians?
a. Very useful
b. Sometimes useful
c. Often not useful
d. Not useful
Do you think CR end users could help in the maintenance process?
a. Yes, in the following way(s):
o Provide feedback about decisions on whether or not to act upon the CR alert
o Provide comments on the advice given by the CR
o Provide comments on the literature used as sources
o Other: ……………………………….………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
o Other: ……………………………….………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
b. No, because ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
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The next questions concern documentation:
7.

Do you think being informed about changes in your sources will increase the quality of a CR?
a. Yes
b. No
8. When would you like to be informed of an update of your sources?
a. Immediately
b. Periodically (for example, one time per week)
c. In another way: ……..
9. How would you like to receive updates of sources?
a. Via e-mail
b. In a document
c. As a note when opening a program
d. Via a website, so you have to search for the update
10. How would you like to receive updates of sources?
a. Every update separately
b. All updates of one Clinical Rule combined
c. All updates of all Clinical Rules combined
11. Would you like to be able to adjust the above mentioned settings (questions 8-10)?
a. Yes
b. No

The next questions concern traceability:
12. Do you think the overview graph showing the effect of an updated source will make the updating of the CR
easier?
a. Yes
b. No
13. Do you think the traces between the documents and sources will increase the efficiency of the clinical rule
process, in general?
a. Yes, because ……………………………………………………………………………………………………..
b. No, because ………………………………………………………………………………………………………
14. Do you think the traces between the documents and sources will increase the efficiency of the clinical rule
maintenance process?
a. Yes, because ……………………………………………………………………………………………………..
b. No, because ………………………………………………………………………………………………………
15. Would you like to be able to work on the updating on different devices, e.g. computer, laptop, tablet,
Smartphone?
a. Yes
b. No

Please state any comments on the third example movie and/or this questionnaire here:
...................................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................................
Please turn the page.
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Questionnaire Example 4
Usage of Clinical Rule

This questionnaire concerns the step ‘Usage of Clinical Rule’. Please follow the steps below.

Steps:
1) Watch the movie “Example 4– Usage of Clinical Rule”.
2) Fill in this questionnaire about the usage. Unless stated otherwise: circle 1 answer.
Use the movie as example for the possibilities, but realize other options and additions are possible.

The first questions concern collaboration:
1.

2.

3.

Would you like to participate in keeping the information used in the Clinical Rule up to date?
a. Yes
(go to question 2)
b. No
(go to question 3)
How would you like to participate? Place the following in order and start with what you would like most.
…… - ……. -……- ……. -……
A. Join regular meetings about the content of Clinical Rules
B. Join regular meetings about one Clinical Rule
C. Join a meeting about the content of one Clinical Rule when needed
D. Suggest updates for Clinical Rules when you read them or hear about them
E. Other, namely ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Are you willing to suggest updates for a Clinical Rule if this is integrated in the Clinical Decision Support
System (in the CZE: Gaston), for example like shown in the movie?
a. Yes, because………….………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
b. No, because …………………….……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

The next questions concern documentation:
4.

5.

Would you like more information about why a certain advice is given by the Clinical Rules?
a. Yes
(go to question 5)
b. No
(go to question 6)
What type(s) of additional information would you like? (Select 1 or more answers)
a. Better visual source of information
b. Link to original source
c. Link to original source with the used parts highlighted (or in some other way easy to spot)
d. More extended End User Manual (in the CZE: ‘Afhandelingsprotocol’)
e. Overview graph of evidence, which highlights all documents on which the advice is based
f. Other, namely ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
g. Other, namely ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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6.

Are you willing to suggest updates for the Clinical Rules?
a. Yes, because:
o It increases the quality of the medication for the patients
o It is no additional work when I am reading articles to keep up to date
o Other, namely ….………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
b. No, because
o It is not my job to keep them up to date
o It is too much work
o Other, namely …..………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

The next questions concern traceability:
7.

Do you think the overview graph showing how the advice is generated will make it easier for you to see why
the advice is given and why it is applicable for this patient?
a. Yes
b. No
8. Do you think the traces between the advice and its documents and sources will increase the efficiency of
you handling the clinical rule alerts?
a. Yes, because …………………………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………………..
b. No, because ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….………………
9. Do you think the traces between the advice and its documents and sources will increase the quality of the
handling the alerts of the clinical rules?
a. Yes, because ……………………………………………………………………………………………………..
b. No, because ………………………………………………………………………………………………………
10. Do you think the traces between the advice and its documents and sources will increase the quality of the
maintaining the clinical rules?
a. Yes, because ……………………………………………………………………………………………………..
b. No, because ………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Please state any comments on the fourth example movie and/or this questionnaire here:
...................................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................................

Please turn the page.
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Closure
Hartelijke dank voor het invullen van deze vragenlijst(en)!
Mocht u nog feedback willen geven op deze film(s), vragenlijst(en) en/of mijn onderzoek, vult u dit dan
hieronder in.
...................................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................................

Nogmaals hartelijk dank voor uw medewerking. U heeft mij een stukje verder geholpen met mijn
afstudeerproject!
Met vriendelijke groet,
Anouk Suntjens
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